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U.S. Recovering From
Recession, Report Says
ists had thought.
WASHINGTON (AP) — The United „ faster than econom
one-month showing in
best
the
was
It
the
r
States is beginning to recove from
years.
nearly three
recession, but it will be stuck for years
"It looks very solid. It looks like we're
with a combination of high unemployment
headed up," said James L. Pate, the Comand inflation, the Congressional Budget
merce Departioent's chief economist. ,
today.
Office said
He said the industrial production report
was consistent with other economic
The office, key element in Congress' new
statistics reported rsicently but that the
budget control machinery, sent the
production figures showed a firmness to
lawmakers a detailed report on the status
recovery that was not so readily apand
the
future
the
for
tions
of recovery, projec
parent in earlier indicators.
the outline of two possible strategies, one
The congressional report indicated that
the
jobs,
more
ing
at
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aimed mainly
the immediate outlook is for more
other at reducing inflation.
d
Americans getting jobs, but that all will be
outline
but
r,
d
neithe
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It recom
higher prices.
paying
the expected consequences in each case.
Confirming what most household
The congressional report came one day
budgeters already know, the budget office
after the Federal Reserve Board said the
said prices, especially of food and fuel,
nation's industrial output shot upward by
leaped at midyear after an encouraging
1.3 per cent in August, indicating that
slowdown in the first part of 1975.
economic recovery might be taking place
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Guardsmen Expected To Be Sent
Home From Louisville By Tonight
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — More than
400 Kentucky National Guardsmen, called
to active duty 10 days ago to restore calm
after a series of destructive antibusing
demonstrations, planned to go home late
today "if all remains calm."
"Commitments_ by the Army. National
Guard will be met through Tuesday," Maj.
Gen. Richard L. Frymire, adjutant
general of the guard, said Monday. "If all
remains cairn, guard units will be deactivated by Tuesday night."
More than half of the nearly 1,000
soldiers called up in the wee hours of Sept.
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The Rotary Club of Murray, Kentucky
will join with 16,400 Rotary Clubs in 151
countries speaking 35 different languages
this week to observe World Understanding
Week.
World Understanding Week is sponsored
by Rotary International for the purpose of
advancing international understanding,
goodwill, and peace—one of Rotary's
principal aims.
The Rotary Club of Murray is setting in
motion this week plans for a number of
things that would lift up world understanding. Projected for this spring is an
international exchange gifts auction in
which clubs from all over the world will
send gifts depicting their country to the
Murray Club to be auctioned off.
The local club, through its world community service committee, is in the
process of exchanging weekly riewssietters
with the Rotary Club of St. Loisids Potosi,
r'
Mexico.
Long range plans also call'for the review
of proposals for the adepting of a service
project in another country in cooperation
with the local Rotary Club. This past
August the Murray Club featured the
Amigos from'Ecuador with the Fulton
Banana Festival as an encounter in world
understanding.
Worldwide, Rotary clubs this year will
exchange about 5,000 high-school age
students from country to eountry; give
overseas study awards worth $5,500,000,
and cooperate in projects to provide aid to
communities in developing nations.

6 were sent home on Monday. Most of those
remaining were members, of military
police units.
About 200 state troopers of some 500
brought in at the height of the violence
remained in Jefferson County.
"We'll try to reduce the strength further
as the situation dictates," said state police
Col. Les Pyles, declining to say when that
might be.
The violence began Friday night,Sept. 5,
and continued sporadically through the
weekend. The major disturbances occurred near three high schools in southern
Jefferson County, but arrests were made
in other areas.
Since then, all has been mostly calm except for a few minor incidents. About 50
persons carried a flag-draped coffin
around the federal building in Louisville
Monday in what they called a "Funeral for
Freedom," but there was no trouble.

The second full week of court-ordered
desegregation began . Monday, 41n4 officials said attendance in Jefferson County
schools continued to increase.
The desegregation plan, issued in July,
ordered some 22,-600 of the system's
-estimated enrollment of 124,000 pupa! Ws
be bused to achieve integration in the joint
city-county school system.

KNOXVILLE, Term. (AP)— The Tennessee Valley Authority said today bills for
electricity used in October by homeowners
will drorty about 3 per cent, the first
reductibn since March.
TVA said the October monthly bill for a
homeowner using 1,000 kilowatt hours of
electricity, considered the average, would
be down 80 cents from the September
level.
TVA computes billing charges monthly
y
Murra
for
plans
own
Final countd
and bases its rates on the expense the
State's 1975 Homecoming ffstivities on
pays for generating fuel and power
agency
Saturday, Oct. 4th, are now being made in
purchased from other electrical
many areas.
generating systems.
"Independence Relived" is the theme
The agency said a reduction in average
for this years' eve& which gets underway
expenses in August, which will be
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with a giant traditional parade at 9:30
ed in the October bill, resulted "in
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The agency said there was also a modest
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imsponsoring a float to contact him
by TVA in August.
mediately.
Since the last monthly reduction in MarThe final deadline for participation in
TVA's so-called fuel adjustments have
ch,
this years' event is Thursdays Sept. 25.
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From the fluctuatiOns of the unemployment rate, the congressional office
concluded that "there are numerous signs
that a labor market upturn is under way,
(but) the upturn is from an extremely low
level so that the unemployment problem
remains severe with nothing resembling
full recovery in sight."
Specifically, the budget office said
prices are likely to be increasing at an annual rate of 6 to 8 per cent during the latter
half of this year. This would be above the
rate for the first half, but below the levels
of the two previous years and well below
the 12 per cent annual inflation rate that
prevailed in June and July, 1975.
Food and fuel prices were the main
callses for the midyear surge, the budget
office said, and there are signs of more
trouble ahead, although food prices may
decline temporarily at the supermarket.

Film To Show
How To Help
Heart Victims
A film program that shows how
emergency coronary treatment can save
up to 100,000 lives a year among heart
victims will be presented here by the
Murray Civitan Club on Thursday, September 18, at their meeting at Seven Seas
Restaurant.
The film showing will begin at 7:50 p.m.
Called "A Life on the Line," the program
is about a recent development in medical
science that permits heart attack victims
to receive emergency treatment at the
place they suffer the attack and,if not fully
stabilized, in the ambulance on the way to
the hospital.
Interested citizens are invited and
welcome to attend this program of local
and national interest, a Civitan spokesman
said,

Cloudy and Mild
Cloudy and mild with a chance of rain
through Wednesday. Low tonight in the upper 50s to low-$;High -Virdwesdny in the
mid to upper Ms. Thursday partly cloudy
and mild.

Calloway Circuit Judge James M.
Lassiter accepted several pleas entered in
criminal matters before him in Circuit
Court today.
Joseph Allen Blue, charged with trafficking in non-narcotic controlled substance, entered a plea of guilty to one
count of his indictment, and was given a
jail term, pending until a probation report
is given. Count two, the same offense, of
the indictment, was dismissed.
Joe Decker pleaded guilty to the same
charge and was given 120 days and a $500
fine. Sixty days of the sentence was'
suspended by Judge Lassiter. A second
count of the indictment was also
dismissed.
Robert Brelsford pleaded guilty to one
count of possession of a non-narcotic
schedule I substance and received a $250
fine .and a 90-day jail term. Sixty days of
the sentence was sentenced on one year's
probs non.
TODAY'S INDEX
Oas Sectioa Today
local Scene
Dear Abby
Opinion Page
Sports
Horoscope
Comics. gro$.5.11/9.rch_ss
Classifieds
Deaths & Funerals
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Gayle Carrigan pleaded guilty to count
two of her indictment, uttering and
possession of a forged document. She
received one year at Pee Wee Valle'
Another count of burglary was dismissed.
Bernice Bridges pleaded guilty to
forgery and received a one year jail term,
deferred pending a probation report
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CIA Director Admits That Agency
Developed And Maintained Poisons
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Central Intelligence Agency spent nearly $3 million
developing and maintaining a supply of
deadly poisons and sophisticated devices
for using them, Director William E. Colby
testified today.
He told a Senate committee that one
device for using the poisons was a silent
dart gun that could kill without leaving a
clue about the cause of death.
Colby told the Senate intelligence committee that work on the poisons began in
1952 in an effort to replace cyanide suicide
capsules used by agents in World War II
He offered no explanation why the agency had developed poisons in quantities
which Chairman Frank Church, D-Idaho,
said were capable of killing hundreds of
thousands of people.
The CIA director acknowledged that
some of the most deadly poisons —
shellfish toxin and cobra venom — had
been kept by the agency despite a presidential order to destroy such substances. A
total of 27 lethal and incapacitating agents
were discovered earlier this year at a CIA
laboratory.
Not all the poisons were kept in violation
of the presidential order, Colby testified.
However, he added, "we have no need for
this type of thing at this time."
Testifying under oath at the first public
hearing by the eight-month old intelligence

committee, Colby said only two instances
could be found in which poisons had been
used operationally,
The first use of the poison occurred in
1960 when U-2 spy plane pilot Francis Gary
Powers carried a tiny drill bit coated with
shellfish toxin during his flight over the
Soviet Union. Powers was shot down by the
Soviets, but he did not use the poison to
take his life.
In the second operation, agents fed
guard dogs a meat treated with an incapacitating drug while conducting a clandestine operation in Southeast Asia, Colby
said.

The dart would hit the victim without his
knowledge and the poison, which produces
almost instantaneous death, would not
show up in an autopsy', Colby said.

Plans Announced For
Purchase Beef Shows

m. that evening.
In additien to the on-foot show, which is
to be judged by Mike Keeney, Manager of
Twin Wheels Farm, Sedatia, all steers
competing in the on-foot show are eligible
for carcass evaluation. Dr. York Varney,
University of Kentucky. will serve as
carcass judge, and results of the carcass
contest will be reported at the Purchase
Steer Show Banquet, which will be held
Tuesday evening, October 7, 1975.
beginning at 6:00 p. m. in the training
room of Winslow Cafeteria-pn the campus
of Murray State University.
district
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The 1975 Purchase 4-H and FFA District
onin—
BeefShowis scheduled to begin withi
foot show at Murray Livestock Ma et in
Murray, on Monday, September' , according to Kentucky Commissioner of
Agriculture Wendell P. Butler.
Butler said weighing of entries will begin
at 7:00 a. m.on the day of the show. The onfoot show is scheduled to begin at 10:00 a.
m., with the sale of entries set for 7:30 p.

Team From State To Attempt To
Settle Controversy At Briensburg

Most of the children in the controversy
BRIENSBURG, Ky.(AP)— A four-mail
been directed to register either at
have
of
team from the Kentucky Department
Gilbertsville or Benton.
Education has come to this Marshall CounThe parents voted last week to abandon
that
ty town to try to end a controversy
the
tent school but tried the next day to
started when a neighborhood elementary
the children in Gil bertsville School.
enroll
school was closed
Rut
Mitchell Thompson, Gilbertsville
Sixty-three children whose parents hired
told them that only pupils in
pal,
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to
tent
a
teachers and set up classrooms in
through five could be accepted
two
grades
protest the closing of the Briensburg
because other grades were too full
School haven't attended accredited
y. The parents wanted to register
alread
'in
schools since the fall term began.
en
childr in grades one through six.
August, and Arnold Guess, head of the
James K. Phillips, spokesman for a comto
"is
team, said the department's hope
protesting the closing of the 13rienmittee
get those kids back in school." •
, said no children will be
sburg
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Instruction Lyman Ginger
Public
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says can't accomodate them, said Guess. Supt.
and that departinent action is expected to
who met with the parents Monday.

The poisons and weapons to use them
were developed in a joint project with the
Army at Fort Detrick, Md., but all of the
funding was provided by the CIA, according to C,olby's testimony.
As an example of one of the weapons
developed in the project, Colby produced
an electric dart gun resembling a .45-caliber revolver. He said it could silently fire
darts treated with shellfish toxin.
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Collowoy County Educotixi en)up
Holds Meeting At Sot:Nowt School

set COMMUNITY
woe.CALENDAR
Tuesday, September 16
Ruth Wilson Circle of Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church will meet at ten a. m. at
the church for a mission study
and potluck luncheon. Women
of Martin's Chapel Church are
invited.

Thursday, September 18
Hazel Woman's Club will
meet at the Community Center
at seven p.m.
Business
and
Murray
Professional Women's Club will
have a dinner meeting at the
club house at 6:30 p.m.

Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
will meet at the Masonic Hall at Order of the Eastern Star will
se;en p. m.
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at seven p. m. at the Health
Women of Murray Moose
Center.
Lodge will have its executive
meeting at seven p.m. and
West Fork Baptist Church business meeting at eight p.m.
Women will meet with Martha
Butterworth at 7:30 p. m.
First Baptist Church Young
Women will meet at the home of
Carter School PTA will have Mrs. Howard Newell at 7:30
watermelon supper at the p.m.
school at 6:30 p. m. Note change
Home Department of Murray
in date.
Woman's Club will have a fall
tea honoring new members,
Murray Bird Club will meet at senior citizens, and Golden Age
the Calloway County Public Club members at the club house
Library at 7:30 p. m.
at two p.m.
East Elementary PTC will
have a potluck supper at the
school cafeteria at sever p. m.

Ellis Center will open for
senior citizens with a potluck
luncheon at 11:30 a.m.

The Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens and friends visited Opryland U.S.A. in Nashville.
Those attening were: Frances Harris, Ovie Sue Galloway, C. H. Farris, lottie Bowden,Novie Hale,
L C. Miller, Opal Emerine, Flora Ford, Mae Gallimore, Ulla Boyd, Hazel Locke, Loyola Wyatt,
Amy Wilson, Dixie Palmer, Lowell Palmer, Treva Washer, Wallace Dowdy, Johnny Futrell,
Thelma Parker, Mary Carr, Flossie Snow, Willie Emerson, Lucille Potts, Magdelene Manning
Lovie Finney, Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Emerson, Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Bailey, Mary Lamb, Hattie Stanger,
Sylvester Dodd, Odell Alton, lochie Cathcart, Mrs. Augusta Conner, Mr. and Mrs. Clete Young,
Gussie Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Pat Shea, Maggie Paschall, Vernon Turner, Tommie Thome,Mr. and
Mrs. John Taylor, and Mr. and Mrs. Alan Blaustein.

"Kentucky Missions" Discussed
By Spring Creek Church Women

University School
PTA Plans Event

presided. He pointed out the
The
Calloway
County
Education Association met $4.25 dues moeny was used to
send the Calloway County
Tuesday, September 9, at four
p. m. in the cafeteria of South- delegates to KEA and for a
8100.00 scholarship to a
west Calloway Elementary.
graduating
senior
from
Terry Goodwin president,
Calloway County High School.
Mr. Goodwin explained about
Home Deportment
the automatic check off
reduction of $8.00($1.00 a month
Plans Foil Tea
for eight months) that KEA had
of KEA
The Home Department of the passed for members
Seven dollars
monthly
checks.
Murray Woman's Club will
have a fall tea honoring new of a member's donation would
Kentucky. KEPAC, the
members, Senior Citizens, and stay in
action group in Kenmembers of the Golden Age political
tucky,
would
use that money to
Club on Thursday, September
education in
improve
help
18, at two p.m.
J. Matt Sparkman will be the Kentucky. The one dollar left
arm of
guest speaker and will have as would go to the political
his subject, "So You Are NEA.
If a teacher does not want the
Retired." Mrs. Fil Boston will
$8.00 taken from his check, the
give the devotion.
person must fill out the form in
Hostesses will be Mesdames
KEA
Everette Wheeler, Joseph R. the September issue of the
Mr. Goodwin
newspaper.
Herman, Edna Holland, A. M.
suggested that the teachers
Alexander, and Clifton Key.
wanting to fill out the form turn
the completed form into their
principals and Mr. Goodwin
would mail them all togehter.
A committee consisting of a
representative from each
school in the county was set up
to nominate the Calloway
County
Education Association's
Bridge and golf were featured
at the regular ladies day held on nominee for "Teacher of the
Wednesday, September 10, at Year." Members are Mrs. Sue
Adams, Mrs. Barbara Mcthe Oaks Country Club.
Winners at bridge were Maxa Cuiston, Mrs. Eleanor Miller
Reed, high, Kathryn Outland, and Mrs. Judy Darnall.
Another committee was set
second high, and Agnes Fair,
low, according to Ada Sue up to nominate the slate of new
officers. Members are Johnny
Roberts, hostess.
Bohannan, Carmen Parks, Mrs.
Carolyn Caldwell was golf Maxine Pool, and Mrs. Randa
medalist with Mary Bogard Cunningham.
having low net, Mabel Rogers,
The president also announced
low putts, Sue Wells, blind hole, the teachers would have a
Essie Caldwell, birdie hole, and chance to sign up for the Blood
Burlene Brewer, middleman, Bank that enable; participating
according to the golf hostess, teachers' families to be
Mary Alice Smith.
receivers of blood free for any
Peggy Noel, phone 7534648, reason throughout most of
will be hostess for bridge on United States.
Wednesday, September 17, at
Officers for the school year
nine a.m.
are President: Terry Goodwin,
recording secretary: Mrs. Kay
Lowe,
corresponding
secretary: Mrs. Nancy Lovett,
and treasurer: Mrs. Sharon
Hopkins.
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A Consumer Tip
from Extension *moistists at
the UK Collage of Agriculture
When you bake cakes, pies
and other desserts, try using
less sugar, UK Extension
foods specialists suggest.
You'll find that many recipes
can tolerate an adjustment in
the amount of sugar and still
taste good. According to the
foods specialists, sugar is one
food you can cut down on
and still be very well nourished.

Bridge, Golf

Winners Given
At Oaks Club

Photographs

Doctor
in the Kitchen'

Love's
Studio

OfInterest To

Senior

Citizens

Rev. Carpenter Guest Speaker

At Alice Waters Circle Meeting

If you're already participating
in a Retirement Plan...

Yo

Black &
White
or Color

Music Department of Murray
The
University
School
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Woman's Club will have a salad Beta Sigma Phi will meet at the
Parent-Teacher Association
supper at 6:30 p. m. at the club Community Center on Ellis
The Spring Creek Baptist presided and reports were given will sponsor an open house on
*Anniversaries
house with Mrs. Donald Brock Drive at 7:30 p. m.
Church Women met on Wed- by'MA. Edna Butler, secretary, Wednesday, September 17, at
Groups
*Family
nesday, September 3, at 7:30 p. and Mrs. Geneva Lee, seven p.m.
as chairman of the hostesses.
*Weddings
m. at the church.
treasurer. Chairmen include
Families and friends are
Bea. Walker Group of First
Doris Greer, mission action, invited
*Passports
to
attend
the
Thursday, September 18
"Kentucky
Missions"
was
the
will
Baptist Church Women
Murray Middle School P. T. subject of the program Ilene Evans, mission support, classrooms, kindergarten
*Billfold
meet at the home of Mrs, Bill
silLjneet. at 6:45 .4. in._ -.presented hy-lioloadarnes-Doris 0_44,.Gertnisk- WOW. Wi&sk'n through sixth grade. RefreshSams at 7f30 p:nir "
ments will be served.
Parents will attend their child's, Greer, Gertrude White, Martha study.
Call for appointment
classes to meet and talk with Letterman, Geneva Lee, and
The Hanneford Family the teachers for a ten minute Nadine Beane.
Circus, sponsored by the period.
753-2342
A summary of meditations
Murray-Calloway County.
r'
'was-given by Mrs.'Edna Butter—P-artfcl
-airosiary --Jifeeeit-,vnifbe atfhe
-earripers Fair
Sunday, September 21
The prayer requests and prayer
County Fairgrounds with shows
Spring Creek Baptist Church calendar
were given by Mrs.
Members and interested to 3:30 p.m. Special events have
at six p.m. and eight p.m.
will
hold
its • annual Ilene
Evans followed by prayer members of the Twin Lakers been planned throughout the
homecoming with all day by
Mrs. Gracie Watson.
Good Sam Club will have their weekend.
Wednesday, September 17
services. Donations will be
The local Good Sam Club
Wadesboro Homemakers taken for the cemetery upkeep.
The president, Mrs. Evans, monthly campout at Piney
Campground with Mr. and Mrs. made plans for the Campers
Club will meet with Mrs. Baron
James Rose as wagonrnasters Fair at the fish fry held at the
Palmer at 1:30 p. m.
503 Poplar
in the Land Between the lakes Murray City Park on Sepduring the annual Campers tember 5. The fish and other
University School PTA will
Fair this weekend.
sponsor an open house at the
trimmings were cooked by Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer
school from seven to 8:30 p. m.
The Club will be responsible
for the hospitality tent from and Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Wednesday, Septembit IT noon to five p.m. on Saturday, Herndon.
Bowling for Senior Citizens
by Laurence M. Hursh, M.D.
Present for the fish fry were
according to Jimmy Herndon, Mr.
will be at 1:30 p.m. at Corvette
Consultant, National Dairy Council
and Mrs. Joe Walker and
president. Harold Eversmeyer,
daughters, Sharon, Karen, and
Lama.
Murray,state director for Good
Jeanne, Mr. and Mrs. James
Sam Club, will ie. in charge of a
Rose, Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Senior Citizens of Hazel
VEGETABLES
COLORFUL
Guided Nature Hike for camCommunity will meet at the
Graham and daughter, Ginger,
pers
Sate:day
from
nine
to
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Burkeen, Mr. Luncheon To Be
Hazel City Hall at one p.m. For
Has it occurred to you how asparagus, broccoli, and spinach 10:30
a.m.
information call Annette colorful vegetables are' Along Vitamin C is generous in Brussels
and Mrs. Dennis B. Burkeen,
with fruits. vegetables add almost sprouts. green pepper. broccoli.
Open house for the general Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ever- .At Ellis Center
Burnham, 436-5364.
all the colors of the artist's palette cabbage, mustard greens. public at Piney will be Friday smeyer and daughter, Denise,
tomatoes, and potatoes
The Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens of Lynn Grove to our plates at mealtime
In buying fresh vegetables, it's from four to eleven p.m., and Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
important both
This
is
Senior
Citizens potluck luncall
Community will meet and
aesthetically and nutritionally. best to purchase only those Saturday from nine a.m. to ten Herndon and daughters, Gina cheon will be served at 11:30
Jan Maddox, 753-8193, for in- For the visual effect is both vegetables which you'll use within p.m.and Sunday from nine a.m. and Cheryl.
a.m. on Thursday, September
formation.
pleasant and a factor that en- a few days Buy only those that
18, at the Ellis Community
raw
look
good
enough
to
eat
eat
many
foods
that
courages
us
to
of
Chapter
Williams
J. N.
Medium sizes Are generally the
Center.
to
our
health
excellent
aids
are
UDC will have a potluck lunWE ALL NEED four or more best
At two p.m. the Senior
cheon at the social hall of the servings
And when it comes to root
of vegetables each day.
Citizens have been invited by
First United Methodist Church An average serving is either one vegetables, such as carrots or
the Home Department of the
at twelve noon.
whole medium-size vegetable, half beets, here's a thought that
The Alice Waters Circle of the conducted the business session Murray Woman's Club to hear
of a large vegetable, or one-half doesn't occur to most people.
Unless you plan to use the tops, First UnitedMethodist Church during which several an- J. Matt Sparkman speak
Women of Oaks Country Club cup of a vegetable that is small or you
on "So
should buy these vegetables Women met at the home of Mrs. nouncements were made.
been
chopped
or
sliced.
has
a.m.
You Are Retired."
nine
bridge
at
will play
Whichever,
without
the
tops.
you
A
brief planning session for
A. W. Simmons, Sr., on
Vegetables are best known for
with Peggy Noel as hostess.
For transpertation to the
their vitamin A and C content But should remove the tops when you Tuesday, September 9, at 9:30 the Flea Market on November
get
home.
Why?
Because
the
tops
potluck luncheon or to the club
Ladies day luncheon will be at they are also important as a will, if still attached, draw a. m. with twelve members and 11 at the church was held.
valuable source of vitamins and
The guest speaker was Rev. house call 753-0929 by 9:30 a.m.
noon at the Oaks Country Club minerals generally Vegetables nutrients and moisture away from two guests, Miss Lula Clayton
with Burlene Brewer and Linda that are especially good sources of the roots during storage. It's as if Beale and Rev. Mickey Car- Carpenter who gave a most on Thursday.
interesting program on the
Drake as chairman of the Vitamin A include sweet potatoes. the plant's growing were still penter, present.
subject, "Exercise In Emsquash carrots. tomatoes. going on
hostesses.
PRODUCE from the market
Rev. Carpenter was asked to pathy," and asked each one to
usually needs trimming of bruised lead the opening prayer by Mrs. take part in the discussion. He
areas and removal of unnecessary Lowell King, chairman, who closed with prayer.
greens and broken leaves. Wash
thoroughly and then drain them
well before storing them in the
hydrator compartment of your
refrigerator
Root vegetables are best stored
for a limited tin in a cool, dark
and well-ventilated place. Dont
The Gamma Gamma Chapter of the meeting which was also
wash before storing
of Beta Sigma Phi held their held at her home.
When cooking vegetables most Beginning Day Tuesday,
Miss Martha Beale and Miss
in simmering water use only a August 26, at 7:30
Beverly Brittain discussed the
p.m.
Miss
small amount of water Cook only
Even though you're currently a participant in a
Beverly Brittain was in charge Beta Sigma Phi Kentucky
until crisp-tender.
Conference which both attended
retirement plan sponsored by your employer, you, too,
may benefit from an I.R.A. Under the new voluntary
in Louisville during the month
Federal portability system, you can transfer your
of June. The Bicentennial was
vested benefits from your present employer's plan to
centered around the conan Individual Retirement Plan. Later, you can transfer
ference.
THIS IS IT! ,
_
them again to a new employer's plan. Here is how it
Members present were: Miss
THE FABULOUS \
works:
Martha Beale, Mrs. Sue
FUTURA • II sewing '•
Brandon, Miss Beverly Britmachine WITH CABINET
Gain, Miss Libby Conley, Mrs.
Say you leave your present employment and take
Linda Fain, Mrs. Janella Fox,
with you your entire vested interest in your employer's
Mrs. Marsha Horton, Mrs.
retirement plan. If you place this interest in an IRA
Kathy Lichtenegger, Mrs.
within 60 days from the date you first became eligible
Tricia Nesbitt, Mrs. Joretta
to receive your payment, no Federal taxes will be
Randolph, Mrs. Linda Rogers,
currently due on the amount you received. Your
payment can remain in your IRA until you retire or get
Mrs. Dortha Stubblefield, Mrs
a new job. If you get a new job, you can, with the conSylvia Thomas and Mrs. Edna
sent of your new employer, transfer funds from your
Vaughn'.
IRA to the new employer's plan tax-free.
Refreshments were served by
Exclusive Flip & Sew •
Miss Beverly Brittain.
2-way sewing surface.
Other exclusives include
magic button-fitting oneTHINK GREEN
buttonholer.
step
children
young
Most
teenagers and women under 55
lack sufficient iren in their
diets. It is difficult to get the
THIS IS IT! A GREAT NEW ZIGZAG MACHINE Model 247
WOMANLY INDEPENDENCE us expressed in this styling
AT AN INTRODUCTORY PRICE! Carrying case or cabinet extra.
amount needed in our diets but
through touchable, face-framing curls, designed for Falldark green vegetables can help.
Winter by the National Hairdressers and Cosmetologists
They provide worthwhile
We have a tredit plan de,tened in hi your budge I
Association. Romantic curls may softly frame the face to acamounts of iron as well as other
centuate Fall-Winter's romantic fashiorisbs.,..hrusheci
minerals and B-vitamins. In.
away from the face to reveal a -nothing-to-hide look of
fact, dark green vegetables
beauty that befits Fall-Winter's "slinky siren" fashions. A flatcontribute so mach in the way of
Bel-Air Shopping C'enter
FDIC
tering halo is created through a close-fitting, crown area
nutrition, a serving every day is
753-5323
with emphasis on the total form created around the head.
a good idea.
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Independence United Methodist
Church Women Hold Meet

limosed

The Independence United
Methodist Church Women met
at the church on Thursday,
September 4, at 7:30 p. m. with
the songs, "Near The Cross"
and "Come Unto Me," being
sung by the group.
Jean and Cheryl Burkeen
sang a special number.
Mrs. Myrtle Jones and Mrs.
Martha Jones were in charge of
the program on the subject of
"Prayer." Talks were by Mrs.
Myrtle Jones on "Need To Pray
and How To Pray," Mrs. Inez
Hopkins on "The Praying Christ
and the Promise of Prayer"
reading James 5:13-20, and
Mrs. Martha Jones on "Prayer

r Tip
sciaimts at
aaricutture
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s, try using
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ts suggest
tany recipes
justment in
or and still
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it down on
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Approximately one hundred and fifty women attended
the Welcome Coffee and
organizational meeting of the Murray State University
Women's Society held Thursday, September 4, in the lobby of Ordway Hall. Pictured,
left to right, are Mrs. Arvil Crafton, members of
the decorating committee, Mesdames Hugh
Oakley, MAX Carman, Mancil Vinson, and Hugh
Oakley, members of the social committee, and Mrs.
Donald Bennett,co-social chairman of the
society. Committee members not pictured are Mrs.
Kent Forrester, Mrs. Rex Galloway, and Mrs.
Robert Warren.

raphs

Your Individual Horoscope

&
Le
lor
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Frances Drake

Look in the section in which bit. Excessive optimism could
your birthday comes and find lead you to impractical exwhat your outlook is, according tremes.
to the stars.
SAGITTARIUS
ARIES
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) TA
Reject the foolish notions of
Don't expect.0.4-.0eiz.fes tat-bt-__esners.•
of
amenable to the usual ap- yours will come up with anproaches now. Some situations swers that are reasonable and
will call for extreme delicacy in solid.
handling.
CAPRICORN
TAURUS
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 29)
I•
Apr. 21 to May 2T)
rkerget wrought up over the
Confusion could result if ,you spending habits of a partner —
misinterpret instructions, mis- marital or business. With a little
calculate in any way. A day for thought, compromise is quite
double-checking everything.
possible.
GEMINI
AQUARIUS
YK`
May 22 to June 21) 11
4
9- ( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Attempts to alleviate an
This will be one of those days
economic situation should be when youll have to "go it
most successful now. The alone." Cooperation is likely to
resources of another may even be spotty or nonexistent. But
be put at your disposal.
you CAN cope.
CANCER
PISCES
t June 22 to July 23)
iFeb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Lunar influences now give
You are still in a mood to
yFiti a sharp, practical outlook explote areas Off the beaten
ail projects in which you are path, but be careful not to wade
iaterested.
in beyond your depth. Trends
LEO
are changing.
July 24 to Aug. 23) 1124A
Financial matters favored —
YOU BORN TODAY'are a
especially in the a.m. On the highly enthusiastic individual.
personal score, however, you vivacious and gregarious of
may run into a bit of difficulty in personality. You have a pena romantic situation.
chant for unusual activities.
VIRGO
Indeed, you like activity itself.
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
but tend to overtax yourself at
Other people may 'play an times. Try to curb this tenimportant part in day's ac- dency, as well as an inclination
tivities. Much will depend upon to go to extremes. Your talents
your reactions.
are many and, with proper
LIBRA
education and development,
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
you could succeed at almost any
Your lively imagination may vocation you choose, as well as
be running out of bounds right an avocation — which would
now. So,in trying to launch your probably be along creative
ideas, be sure to separate the lines. Fields for which you are
fantastic from the feasible.
best suited, however, include
S(ORPIO
writing, teaching, acting,
nto
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
finance or geology. Birthdate
As with Libra, you will also of: Anne Bancroft, stage and
have to dampen enthusiasm a film star.
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Introducing Our Branch Managers

Charles A. Coleman has been with the bank for
thirteen years and is now assistant rice-president
and kind Manager of the South Branchi He is a
radiate of Kirksey High School. Array Stale
Universitr. and Graduate School of Ranking,
Miners*, of Kentucky He is a member of the
Modh Pleasant Grow Cumberland Presbyterian
Neck Calloway Comity Adult farmer Class. and
Murray Kiwanis Club, haring served as hemmer
Sa
•
land secretor, of the.liwanis Club He and his
wile, beamed. reside en Murray Route Iwo with
their two sons. David and Stott arid their
•
daughter. Suzanne

Have you registered to vote?
It's the People that make the difference at...

375°

telt-)

PEOPLES/BANK
0
—ainc

, MUR-14AY

KY,

Member FDIC

The dance is open to members
and their guests from both
within the community and outof-town. Dancing will be from
ten p. m. until one a. m. to the
music of "Jasrnin." Admission
is 810 per couple and no
reservations are necessary.
Mr. and Mrs. George Ed
(Pete) Waldrop will be in
charge of arrangements.

Miss Jeri Marsh Gives Program
At Lee-Olia Lassiter Meeting

The September meeting of the
pledge service to be held with
Lee-Olia Lassiter Circle of' the the Ruth Wilson Circle in OcGood
Shepherd
United tober.
Methodist Church Women was
Miss Jeri Marsh provided an
held in the fellowship hall of the
interesting program on "A
church.
Colorful Creation."
The
Mrs. Betty Poole led the
meeting was closed with the
group in singing "He's song, "I've Got Peace Like A
The Mason Circle of the Everything To Me" and
Mrs. River."
Mason's
Chapel
United Jean Morris led in prayer.
Mrs. Janice Wilson served
Methodist Church met Tuesday,
The chairman, Mrs. Dianne
refreshments to Jeri Marsh,
September 2 in the home of Mrs. Moore, reminded the women of Dianne Moore, Ann
Sympson,
Sheila Tidwell.
the district meeting at Goshen Judy Rogers, Betty Poole, Jean
A short devotion was on September 14 and of the Morris, and Phyllis Roberts.
wes,enteclby Mrs.-Renee,-Linn
who then led the group in
discussion of prayer and
people's belief in God's will.
The group made plans for the
sale to be held aL Mrs_
Coleen Linn's home on Saturday, September 6, from 8:00 a.
By MRS. W.P. WILLIAMS
m. to noon.
The treasurer, Mrs. Sherla
of digging a hole big enough.
Several people have called
Underwood, gave a report and me during the past week or so, about half again as big as the
progress on the Circle's other asking if they can safely old hole. Then fill it with good
project.
transplant or reset a shrub It loose dirt, set a little deeper
Refreshments were served to is not too early, provided than it was These are
five members. Master Brooks several "ifs" are taken care requirements in planting
anyting any time.
Underwood,son of Mr. and Mrs. of.
Pour water around the plant,
Johnny Underwood, was a
First, the usual proceeding shovel the dirt in gently,
visitor.
mulch well on top of the
ground and if it is in hot sun
during the middle of the day,
put a little protection around
it. The keep the ground moist
for a week or so. This should
be easy to do.
Just don't forget the loose
loamy soil and plenty of
water. Those are the two main
things on which to rely for new
planting. These cool nights
and heavy dew helps to keep a
newly set shrub fresh as a
great deal of the moisture is
absorbed through the leaves

Down the

Garden Path

Shake-and-wake
Alarm for Deaf

By Abigail Van Buren
11175 by Chicago Tribune-Pr r war. Synd

DEAR ABBY: Your recommendation for an alarm clock
that lights up to awaken the deaf may not be seen if the
sleeper's face is turned away from the alarm clock.
A deaf person I worked with was never late for work, due
to the following homemade alarm system:
He removed one blade from a small electric fan, which
vibrated when operated because it was unbalanced. He
attached the fan to his bed springs, then plugged the fan
into an alarm clock with an electric "timer."
When the alarm went off, the bed would vibrate and he'd
wake up!
B.W
DEAR B.W.: Another reader offers this suggestion:

1.1) Cook
has been with the bank or !Meal
years and is now branch manager ol the North
Branch He is a graduate ol lynn Grove High
School and attended Murray Slate University. He is
a member of the Swath Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church and the Calloway County Adult
Farmer Class. Mr, Cosh and his wife, Blondarese,
reside on Hazel Rode One with their son Brad,
and daughters, Allay Moore and lane Ann

Helping to open the football
season in Murray will be the
traditional Kickoff Dance at the
Murray Country Club Saturday
night, September 20, immediately following the Murray
State-Western Carolina game at
Roy Stewart Stadium.

Not one,or two,or
three ...but

Mason Circle
Has Meet At

C

At Murray Club

By Impulse" reading from John
14. 12-17.
The closing prayer was led by
Mrs. Martha Jones, vicepresident, who conducted the
business meeting. Future
projects were discussed with
the UMW furnishing cards to
send to persons absent from
church with Jean Burkeen as
chairman.
Members reported
240
chapters read in the Bible
during the past month.
Those present were Mrs.
Myrtle Jones, Mrs. Martha
Jones, Mrs. Jean Burkeen, Mrs.
Inez Hopkins, Mrs. Desiree
Duncan, Mrs. Mary Phillips,
and Mrs. Esther Coy.

Tidwell Home

FOR WEDNESDAY,SEPTEMBER 17,1975

Kickoff Dance

DEAR ABBY. I've been deaf since the age of 15 and have
been practicing law since the age of 21,
I have been living alone for the last five years and have
yet to miss a rooming appointment.
Upon retiring, all I do is concentrate on the time I want to
wake up, and some mystical equipment in my subconscious
does the rest. It's infallible!
HAROLD DIAMOND,PHILA
DEAR HAROLD. Joe Murray, editor of the Lufkin News
in Texas,says he's used that system for years and it's never
failed.
DEAR ABBY: A reliable and inexpensive way for deaf
people to be awakened is to attach a vibrator(we used a foot
massager for my husband, who is deaf) to an alarm clock
with an electric timer, then to place the vibrator on the
corner of the bed! Before retiring, set the timer. Tht
vibrator is activated at the desired time, giving my husband
some independence and me uninterrupted sleep.
I have often wished we could tell other deaf people a bou
this, but we had no way of publicizing it.
MRS. K., COLLEGE PARK,(;
DEAR MRS. K.:.For yet another peach of an idea from
Georgia, read on
DEAR ABBY I am a traveling man with a responsible
position. I'm also very hard of hearing, so the problem of
waking up at a certain time was a serioas one for me.
It was solved for less than $10 when I bought a small
electric timer at a discount store.(Its the type used to turn
on coffee pots at a predetermined time.) I plug it into the
wall and connect it to a floor or tahle lamp, then I position
the lamp directly over my bed. I just set the timer, and the
'moment the light goes) on, I'm up!
•
DEAF BUT NOT DUMB IN GA
Everyone has M problem What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069
Enclose stamped. self-acidressed envelope, please.
-IIPErUmsors boo
-kter,'Mow q.nrivei
Wedding."
send $I to'Abigail Van Buren,
Lasky Dr., Beveily
Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long, self-addressed, stamped
12011 envelope

rt2

Mesdames Wayne Sheeks, James Armbruster, Riley Venza
and Robert G. Johnson welcome old and new members of
the Murray State University Women's Society while accepting dues and passing out yearbooks at the coffee held in
the lobby of Ordway Hall on Thursday, September 4. Persons unable to attend who would like to join the Women's
Society, may send their annual dues of $4.00 to Mrs. James
Armbruster, 405 South 16th Street, Murray.

Seven
Dazzling
Diamonds
....leek

Mhoone big diamond

Middle School PTO To Meet
Murray
Middle
School' child the name of their home
Parent-Teacher o.ganization room teacher) where they will
will have -open house" be given their child's elaat
TtfriPsdrf&ititeenber1t1745- senedule. Parebts len moor
each class and meet the teacher
p. m.
The program will consist of for ten minutes.
After the visitation is comregistration for P. T. 0., vocal
music presented by the Fifth pleted, rereshments will be
Sixth Grade -Girls Chorus served in the cafeteria.
under the direction of Mrs.
Margaret Porter, and a slide
HAWAIIAN SLAW
program about Murray Middle
Chill together one cup
School by Mrs. Margaret miniature marshmallows and a
Franklin.
drained one-pound four-ounce
At 7:30 fifth and sixth grade can pineapple chunks. Toss with
parents will go directly to their one quart finely shredded
child's room to meet and talk cabbage, one-half cup thinly
with the teacher. Seventh and sliced celerrp,,:nd enough
eighth grade parents will go to mayonnaise tdoWroisten. Makes
their child's home room a summer barbecue salad for
(parents note: please, ask your six.

only

1 10

We haven't raised our prices.
we haven't laetered our
quality. You can still buy
b••utitul diamond, at our
usual low price We acquired
these diamonds before the recent pm. ncreases. So we
can offer you the eirouilit•
loveliness Of not one, or two,
or three but seven sparkling
diamonds for only woo
)
by

G1EN4-.A.Frr
•
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Remember this is clean-up
time too Time to get the
accumulated
debris
from around plants and flower
beds. Insects will soon be
looking for a place to lay their
eggs for next year's crop.
Rotting leaves and twigs
make an ideal nesting place,
and many an insect can be
done away with now, by the
simple method of cleaning up.
And surely it makes the
beds and borders look so neat
and clean that it is a pleasure
to sit back and enjoy your
handiwork. There is always
the chance you will find new,
tiny plants coming up around
the base of the shrub or in your
flower bed as a sort of added
bonus and one you would not
have found otherwise These
can be reset to add to your
collection or, potted and
brought in the house for winter
enjoyment.
It is time to think about what
plants need to be brought in
this winter I have
several that will have to be
potted before cold. weather. It
is a good idea to pot them now.
set them in a shady spot and
get them accustomed to lack
of sun.
They will need to be acclimated to indoor growth.
Most of them will lose their
leaves, or part of them, but
will come back in fine style
Those of you who have a sunny
window are fortunate, for
there are few plants that can
get along without sunshine, at
least part orthe day. Our well
heated homes are not ideal for
growing things, but plants are
adaptable and will soon adjust
to changed conditions___
Now is the time to order the
Paper White narcissus to grow
in pebbles and water this
winter. They look so luscious
in the catalogues that I always
want to order quantities of
'them and usually I do manage
to have at least one bowlful
Bu(_ w_hatever .you—get,
some things different,, get one
new plant or shrub. Your
anticipation of spring will be
enhanced a hundred fold

- v\ Ci\vlsk\-t‘iclvc \\Qase
Do your lights dim mysteriously?
Does your TV picture shrink?
Do your appliances, like irons and fry par,
-heat up slowly?
Do fuses or breakers often trip or blow?
If you answer yes to any of these questions, your house
probably has inadequate wiring — something much
worse than a ghost.
Inadequate wiring causesjinefficettt electricity use and,
worse than that, it'
. It could cause a fire.
Have a qualified electrician or electrical .contractor
check out these symptoms and bring the wiring up to
standards as soon as possible.

111=

hlurray
01 Olive

Electric System
153-5312
1
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Guest Editorials

Latest Fashions
For Frogs
If there is anything as sure as
the sun rising and setting its that
some people are going to keep on
coming up with some really fine
offbeat ideas. Take Clarence
McKosky of San Diego, Calif.,as a
prize example.
McKosky delves in the world of
fashion, so to speak. Dabbles
might be a better word or even
something else. McKosky,
however,just keeps right on going
along and dressing up his frogs
(that's right) for those jumping
contests.
What's more, McKosky's efforts are not without success. His
gaudily attired frogs have won top
honors for the past seven years in
the costume division of a San
Diego contest.
This year's entry was Sharon,
grabbing off the top prize by appearing in a fetching pink
Playboy bunny costume complete

with ears, cottontail, high heels
and a bra. How's that for really
duding up a frog?
McKosky has won contests with
frogs dressed as calypso dancers,
French cavaliers and pirates. And
naturally, he plans to enter a
Bicentennial contestant, a Continental soldier complete with
drum, three-cornered hat and a
bandage.
As for frog fitting and dressing,
he has some advice for a person
who plans to enter the field. "The
hardest part is fitting the pattern," he says. "You have to be
careful not to stick the frog with a
pin."
And so, in the world of frog
dressing it looks like Clarence
McKosky is just about at the top of
the list, if he isn't Horatio Alger
reincarnated.
-Fayetteville (N.C.) Observer

Bad Humor
Another modern myth has ended up in the overflowing garbage
can.
The Good Humor man, who
used to come along in his little
truck ringing his little bell and
dispensing goodies to anybody
who could scrape up a dime, is in
a bad humor today.
In New York the Good Humor
Man stands accused of dispensing

"gooches"-that were really "baddies." Specifically, the state
charges Good Humor with 244
counts of making and selling ice
cream contaminated with an
illegally high bacterial count.
The Good Humor Man was a
long-time symbol of the pleasant
things in life. Now that is
questioned—which is enough to
put anybody into a bad humor.
-Atlanta (Ga.) Constitution

Today In History
He The 4,2.0e gated Peele

Today is Tuesday,Sept. 16,the lifiOth day
of 1975. There are 106 days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1940, President Franklin
Roosevelt signed the Selective Service
Act, which set up the first peacetime
military draft in the nation's history.
On this date
In 1630, the village of Shawmut, Mass.,
changed its name to Boston.
In 1638, the future French king, Louis
XP/, was born.
In 1850, slave trading was forbidden in
the District of Columbia.
In 1862, the Civil War battle of Antietam
began in Maryland.
In 1919, the American Legion was incorporated by an act of Congress.
In 1945, after World War II, Japan
surrendered Hong Kong to the British.
Ten years ago: The New York
Newspaper Guild went on strike against
the New York Times and the strike shut

down most of the city's daily newspapers
for mere than three weeks.
Five years ago: President Richard
Nixon, speaking at Kansas State University, referred to violence — including campus disorders — as a "cancerous disease"
One year ago: President Ford offered
conditional amnesty to thousands of Vietnam-era draft evaders and military deserters.
Today's birthdays: Actor Peter Falk is
48 years old. Jazz guitarist Charlie Byrd is
50.
Thought for today: The happiest miser
on earth is the Man who saves up every
friend he can make. — playwright Robert
Sherwood,1896-1955.
Bicentennial footnote: Two hundred
years ago today, the Committee of Safety
In Philadelphia resolved that Delaware
River pilots should lay up their boats and
exercise extreme caution in going out to
meet a vessel, lest they be compelled to
pilot a British warship up the river.

.The Murray Ledger & Times
Th. Murray Ledger S Times is published
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Labor Day Was Aptly Named
For The Ray Moore Family
By M. C. Garrott
The Ray Moore family of 1609 College
Farm Road will long remember Labor
Day 1975. What they had planned as a
family outing on Kentucky Lake in a
newly-acquired outboard motorboat
turned out to be a comedy of errors and a
day of frustration before they finally
limped home in the early afternoon.
It all started when the Moore children,
Sharon, Doug and Betty, convinced their
dad, who is an associate professnrin the
Department of Instruction and Learning at
Murray State, that they should have a
boat. "They had seen the Queen Mary
docked at Long Beach, Calif., when we
were on vacation," Ray said, waving his
hands,"and they thought we ought to have
a boat. The outboard was the best I could
come up with."
+++++
The boat, a used one, had been bought,
repainted and the motor tuned when they
loaded up Labor Day morning and excitedly headed for the lake. All the Coast
Guarig regulations had been complied
with—extra paddles, life preservers, fire
extinguisher, etc., checked off and tucked
away aboard.
"We went to the only public ramp I knew
of," Ray said. "It was the Waterfield Dock
on Jonathan Creek.The water was low, but
we backed into it anyway and after much
"ptisPtifig7shoViiirani1117fiiift4left aPfti
managed to get the boat off the trailer into
the water."
That's when their troubles started. The
boat was no MIES than in the water before
Ray noticed two steady streams of water
spouting up through the bottom. He had
forgotten to put caulking in a couple of
holes below the motor clamp during the
refitting process.
"We waded to shore and rounded up a
couple of sticks," he said, "wrapped
hankerchief strips around them and stuck
them in the holes. It didn't work, so I sent
Martha (Mrs. Moore) off down the road to
see if she could find a store and buy some
double bubble chewing gum.
"After a while she was back, but no gum.
We had to take the van, locate a store and
finally came up with five pieces, which we
chewed there in the hot sun until we had the eight'stickiness. Then we plugged up
the holes With the gum, bailed out the water and climbed aboard. We were ready
to go!"
+++++
The motor started right off, but immediately launched into such vibration of
the boat that the Moores could hardly keep
their feet. The propeller was banging
against rocks on the bottom of the lake.

The Federal Power Commission has taken a tiny, tentative
step toward the competitive
pricing of natural gas essential
to equitable distribution of the
fuel that fires much of the nation's economy.
Some industrial users may
now make purchases directly in
producing states at the wellhead
price — which may be up to four
times the price allowed by the
FPC in interstate shipments.
If the "experiment" is successful in drawing supplies from
intrastate markets to remote
industries faced with shortages,
Congress miet be persuaded to
end permanently the regulation
that is blamed for natural gas
scarcity in certain areas of the

Breast Cancer Risks
By F.J.L. Blassinga me, M.D.
A woman has a greater cancer. Women who have their
.. chance of developing a breast babies after 35 years of age are
cancer if it has occurred in her more likely to have breast
family -- in her grandmother. cancer than younger mothers.
mother. an aunt or a sister
All women should learn to exCancer of the breast occurs amine their breasts for lumps
also in males. A woman is more Such an examination should be
likely to be a candidate for a done about once a month Every
breast cancer il she has had one woman should see a physteran
in her other breiva.
for a breast examination once a
Cystic disease of the i-east is year after 35 years of age -- and
more frequently associated with more often if she Ls among Omar
the development of breast the high-risk groups
cancer than breasts which are
Early diagnosis and appropriFree of cystic disease.
Women who have never been ate treatment Substantially inpregnarit.tiallwarthri) show a crease the chances of'a cure of
higher incidence of cancer of the ,this dangerous disease.
r-13rWE -17f311 written'AMY Mr"
had one or more children. ..-147`1'ilrft. W K. wants to Itnowif
Studies show that mothers who dried roasted nuts have special
have nurser their babas have a advantages so far as signife
lower risk of developing a breast cant ly reducing the total num4

Realizing this, Ray leaped to the front of
the boat and dropped into one of two new
chairs he had installed there only to have
the chair come unscrewed from the floor
and over he tumbled.
In falling, however, he hit the throttle
with his arm and the motor raced even
more but the boat did not move. ''We had
sheared a pin when the propeller hit the
rocks,".he sighed.
Then came a family lesson in paddling,
punctuated by flared tempers when it was
discovered that Martha was paddling
backwards, causing the boat to go in
circles. After several sharp verbal exchanges, however, they were back on
shore and ready to return the boat to its
trailer—chalking up the day as a complete
wash-out.
Putting a boat on a trailer takes a bit of
doing, and you guessed the next episode.
Ray backed the van too far into the water,
went off the hard surface and got stuck in
the sand and rocks. Although faced with
this problem, they proceeded to inch the
boat up on the trailer only to have the
winch break with it about half-way loaded.
"By then I had just about had it," Ray
said with one of his characteristic
gestures, "when a man came up in a boat
and said, 'Mister, I believe you've got
troubles.' That was the understatement of
the yeart
alai.offered-to tow our haat around
to a nice concrete ramp near Eggner's
Ferry Bridge where we could load it
easier, and this he did with two of the
youngsters guiding it."
+++++
By rocking the van back and forth, Ray
freed it from the lake and managed to
reach the second ramp about the same
time as the towed boat. Shortly afterward,
with the help of several unknown friends,
their boat was loaded and they were ready
to go home. It was only 2 o'clock in the
beautiful, holiday afternoon.
"The day was shot and it was hot," Ray
said,"so we just decided to call it quits and
go home, but we hadn't gone more than a
mile toward Murray before a tire on the
trailer blew out.
"I just stood there and looked at it for a
the
it ihn
family
a that we would
witilkagai
did—at about-10 miles per hour, eating our
nice picnic lunch as we bumped along. We
parked that boat in the backyard and
agreed that we would not menaon the lake,
boating, picnicking or anything along the
family outling line for at least a week.
"I'll never forget that day as long as I
live," he said with a shrug of his shoulders.
"I don't know what we did to deserve
that."
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bet of calories for the person
who wants to reduce his weight
as compared to nuts roasted in
the conventional manner
A: Nuts are high in fats and
calories and should not ,be included in tBe diet of weightreducing persons. According to
the Department of Nutrition of
the American Medical .Association.- very little difference exists
between dry and conventionally
roasted nuts. For example. an
ounce of dri roasted . peanuts
contains 172 calories, whfle the
same amount of conventional
roasted peanuts contains ISO
a k-s -r-rsrtraits,lNlle.
Q: Mr. T. A. wants to know the
modern definition of death.
A: You have asked a very
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country and the reluctance of
producers to develop new wells.

op

"Better lay it on thick-!"

The Candidate President
As a result of Watergate, we
are more aware of the ways in
which an incumbent president
can use the vast powers of his office to promote his reelection.
Thus the inquiry into the finvacing of some of President
"F'rndr's patch.' trips this vainmer is Proper. Some of the expenses have been charged to the
Republican National Committee. This seems harmless
enough, since the appearances
involved were to benefit Republican candidates and organizations.
But the President himself is an
announced candidate for the
nomination next year. He may.
have opposition within the Republican party. The Republican
National Committee should remain neutral until after the
nominating convention.

One dissenting member of the
commission accused his fellows
of exploiting a loophole in federal policy to effect the partial
deregulation order.
If the test achieves its desired
and expected purpose, elimination of the decades-old controls
that have contributed to the nation's energy crisis, the loophole
will be the escape route from the
pinch of shortages.

Isn't It The Truth
The way things are going in the
continuing struggle between the
President and the Congress gives
us thought about those who are
standing behind Mr. Ford. We
would be best served if they were
to metre around to the sides where
we could watch them.

Some Record!

Noting that none of the 98 Wacomplicated question. For yl-,11
a person was considered dead
tergate-related bills introduced
when he had no heart beat and
in Congress during the last tw4n
had ceased to breathe, but man
years has passed, Sen. Lowell
persons have been resuscitated
Weicker asked a pertinent queswho were pulseless and not
tion recently.
breathing. Usually. death is
"How's that for a two-year
medical diagnosis when On
more- physieiarii. agree that lite
congressional record of straighthas ceased. At a recent meeting. ening out the greatest scandal in
the American Bar Association
the history of the United States
adopted the positiotkm death as
politics and government?" he
Follows."For All legtirpurpir,e•.
,
queried.
human body with irrever,i!,!..
"when
-are-you-going-toa
It's
cessational of total 'brain tunc
stop-beating-your-wife?" quesLion, according to usual and
customary standards ot
tion that's also long overdue.
pi-it:Wee: shall
'
I t' Congress eiTher has to say That •
dead.- Brain death is genet am
it's no record at all, or admit that
irreversible about five minutes _ 'perhaps it wasn't the
-greatest
after the heart teis sloppirl beat
scandal of all. Well?
ing

Toying
With Rules
The government seems to
have exhausted the possibilities
for making automobiles safer
with air-bags, seat belts, heavyduty bumpers and other reinforcements. It may now move
into saving Americans from
themselves When they pilot
another dangerous vehicle, the
shopping cart.
The Consumer Product Safety
Commission is toying with some
new designs it may mandate in
an effort to keep shopping carts
from tipping over too easily. The
problem is the number of
bumped heads, And even some
more serious injuries, when
small children left unattended in
shopping carts cause them to
capsize.
The shopping cart strikes us as
a well-designed device for its
purpose — carrying groceries.
For that matter, buggies and
strollers are well-designed 'for
their purpose, too, and it is a
wise parent who sees the difference, even if the CPSC does not.

Moreover, there is now a legal
limit on presidential campaign
spending. A president with access to party funds could evade
that limit. •
No incumbent president has
been defeated , for --reelection
since Herbert ..lt‘ver. The int..:
penal presidency traS burgeoned
in this period.
Incumbent presidents, starting with Franklin D. Roosevelt,
have campaigned for reelection
by wrapping themselves in all
the awesome panoply of their office. Frequently taxpayer funds
have financed trips that were almost purely political in purpose
and that came during the height
of a political campaign.
Some of this sort of thing is unavoidable and is inherent in the
power of the office. But it should
be avoided if possible.
A decent respect for the
opinions of the people dictates a
scrupulous observance of the
limits placed on the great
powers of our chief magistrate
by our laws, our Constitution and
our sense of fair play.

10 Years Ago
Dale Sykes is pictured as he was
presented a Certificate of Merit from the
Boy Scouts of America by Dr. James C.
Hart, vice-president of the Four Rivers
Council, as Lions Club President James
Rogers looks on. Young Sykes is credited
with saving his father from severe burns
by extinguishing flames which covered
him as the two were working on an
automobile. Dale is a member of Explorer
Post 45.
Mrs. Noah L. Gilbert died yesterday.
Master Sgt. Joe N. Cohoon has reenlisted
in the U. S. Army for another eighteen
months and is now stationed in Germany.
Paul Sturm, Bill Doss, Tom Turner, and
Herb Brooks of the Murray Kiwanis Club
will attend the convention of the KentuckyTennessee District of Kiwanis International in Louisville September 19-21
New officers of the Murray Ministerial
Association are Rev. William Porter,`Rev.
Henry McKenzie, and Rev. John Archer
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Over three thousdand Calloway County
Citizens and College Students have been xrayed thus far in the current visit of the XRay Mobile. The trailer will be back on the
court square September 20-23 and 26,30.
The herd of registered Jerseys owned by
Murray State College has been -classified
for breed type by an official classifier of
For I the Lord thy God will hold the
American Jersey Cattle Club.
thy right hand, saying unto thee,
Roy Starks spoke on "The Sport of ArFear not; I will help thee. Isabb,. chery" at the meeting of the Murray
Trarary Club yesterday.
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Sports Groups Join
Bicentennial Alliance

News In Brief
WASHINGTON ( API — Beginning next mofith, consumers
will hava a new weapon for dealing with those credit card
company`computers that just keep spitting out past-due notices in the face of protests that the computer is wrong. One
of the requirements of a law talung effect Oct. 28 is that companies must advise credit users periodically how and where
to file a claim for a billing error. The Federal Reserve Board
announced Monday the final regulations that will provide the
basis for enforcing the Fair Credit Billing Act passed by
Congress last year.
WASHINGTON ( AP) — A new government statistic indicates that the recovery from the recession may be taking
place faster than economists had thought. The new evidence
came Monday ma Federal Reserve Board report that the nation's industrial output shot upward by 1.3 per cent in August,
the best one-month showing in nearly three years. "It looks
very solid. It looks like we're headed up," said James L.
Pate, the Commerce Department's chief economist.
WASHINGTON AP) — President Ford's Clemency
Board has ended its work after processing claims for 15,468
applicants out of an estimated 120,000 eligible men. The
board's tenure expired at midnight Monday under the law
ttiat authorized its creation to enable men convicted of draft
evasion or punished for desertion in the Vietnam war era to
earn presidential pardons.
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) — New Hampshire voters are
choosing between Democrat John A. Durkin and Republican
Louis C. Wyman in an unprecedented rerun of the closest U.
S. Senate election in the nation's history. Despite a forecast
of sunny skies and mild temperatures in the 60s, politicians in
both parties predicted the turnout today would be considerably below the 223,000 who voted last November. The
new electien was ordered by the Senate in late July when it
abandoned its seven-month effort to determine the winner of
the original race.
NEW ORLEANS (AP) -7- People used to fear that the
Gulf of Mexico was just about drilled out, but now giant rigs
are opening up new oillinds way out there in deep water. Finds by separate oil company combines headed by Shell Oil Co.
and by Amoco may portend'a profitable new ball game-for
the Gulf, though company announcements were cautiously
worded.
DETROIT (AP) — An increase in General Motors car
sales, surpassing even last September's buying spree, has
lifted the pace of.-IJS.auto salesto within 7.5 per cent of x_earago levels for the first third of this month. GM was the lone
domestic auto producer to report a gain from year-ago levels
for the Sept. 1-10 period, notching a boost of two-tenths of I
per cent. Chrysler Corp. was down 2 per cent; American
Motors was off 14.5 per cent; and Ford Motor Co. plunged 21
percent.
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SACRAMENTO,Calif.(AP)— Lynette A. Fromme's attorney says her trial may be "little more than a farce" because of a court order banning everyone connected with the
case, including Miss Fromme,from talking to the public. E.
Richard Walker, the public defender representing Miss
Fromme on a charge that she attempted to assassinate
President Ford, made the comment in a brief seeking to
remove the gag order against her. U.S. Atty. Dwayne Keyes
responded that the gag order by U.S. District Court Judge
Thomas J. MacBride is needed to curb "sensational media
reports." M.acBride scheduled hearings today on motions by
Walker to lift the gag order against Miss Fromme and to
reduce her $1 million bail.

Air Pollution Index
Developed For State
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Burning
eyes are being replaced as the
most reliable method many
Kentuckians have for telling if
the air in their area is excessively polluted on any
particular day.
The division of air pollution in
the Kentucky Department for
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection has
developed a pollution index for
five cities across the state—
Ashland, Lexington, Newport,
Owensboro and Paducah. The
index will be released to the
news media on weekdays
through the Kentucky Department of Public Information.
According to Hisham M.
Sa'aid, deputy director of the
division of air pollution, for
several years the news media
has been pressing the division to
issue an air pollution index for
those cities similar to the one
issued for Louisville by the Air
Pollution Control District of
Jefferson County and by other
cities in the nation.
"We have been reluctant in
issuing an index," said Sa' aid,
"since we were not satisfied
that existing indeces were
meaningful. Many times we
have seen an index of
satisfactory range issued when
one or two pollutant concentrations were elevated."
Sa'aid said that in the past the
division has been more willing
to issue actual pollutant concentration. "However," said
Sa'aid, "the layman could not
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REFINERY OPERATIONS
TRANSPORT Of GAS TO TEININAt & STORAGE
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MARKETING COSTS
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National Junior Collegiate
Association,
Athletic
President's Council on Physical
Fitness and Sports,
National Collegiate Athletic
Association, Special Olympics,
Inc., Women's International
Bowling Congress,

Miss Your Paper?
Subscribers who have not
received their
home delivered copy of The
Murray Ledger & Times by
5:30 p.m. are urged to call
733-1916 between 5:30 p. m.
and 6 p. m. to insure
delivery of the newspaper.
Calls must be placed before
6 p.m.
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The Alliance is for all sports
and-or athletic organizations
with affiliated groups in three
or more states whose primary
purpose is to conduct individual
and team athletic programs,
events and activities.
National Bicentennial Sports
Alliance member now include:
American
Softball
Association, Amateur Athletic
Union, Little League Baseball,
Inc.,

WASHINGTON — To help
consumersIbelMer understand
why chemicals are added to
food, the Manufacturing
Chemists Association has revised its reference booklet,
describing the purposes,
benefits and sources of food
additives, etc.
Single copies of "Food
Additives: What They Are —
How They Are Used" are
available free from: Consigner Information, Manufacturing Chemists Association, 1825 Connecticut Ave.,
NW., Washington, D.C.
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The purpose of the Alliance is
to promote active participation
in the corrunemoration of the
nation's 200th anniversary. The
Alliance recognizes that sports
and athletics have individually
and institutionally played a
significant
role
in
the
development of the nation.
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relate the actual pollution
figures
to
concentration
standards or episode criteria
levels such as alert, warning or
emergency stages."
The new index system was
developed to present each
pollutant category separately in
an easily unde:standable way.
"We decided to develop an
index scale of 0 to 100 that
directly reflects the concentration of any measured
pollutants. The pollutants that
will be shown on the index include sulfur dioxide, soiling,
carbon monoxide, ozone,
nitrogen dioxide and total
suspended particulates. If any
pollutant concentration is
elevated, that pollutant will
directly influence the index."
Sa'aid said the index was
arbitrarily divided into four
equal segments of 25 each. An
index of 24 or below represents
the satisfactory level. An index
of 25 to 49 is unsatisfactory; 50
to 74 represents the alert state;
75 to 99 represents the warning
level; and 100 and above is the
emergency stage.
Sa'aid cautioned that the
index issued by the state air
pollution agency should not be
compared to that issued for
Louisville by the local agency
since that system differs
completely. For instance, an
index of 60 issued by the state is
considered to be at the alert
level, an index of 60 issued by
the local agency is considered
acceptable.

LOAD OF LLAMA — Patients at Milwaukee Childrens Hospital couldn t visit a zo,
so the animals — including a llama — were brought in to them.

WASHINGTON, D. C.—From
Little Leaguers to college
athletes, from bowlers to
balloonists, the sports world is
taking full part in the commemoration of the nation's
200th anniversary.
To
provide
official
recognition for this participation, the American
Revolution Bicentennial Administration (ARBA) is
sponsoring a National Bicentennial Sports Alliance ( NBSA
Eleven
national
sports
organizations have already
joined and most major groups
are expected to become
members within a short, while.
Response to date has been
"terrific" says John W. Warner, Administrator of the
ARBA.
"The success of the Bicentennial will be judged on the
number of participants, not
spectators," Warner said, "and
the Sports Alliance has the
potential of involving millions of
Americans directly in the
commemoration."
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Scars And Operations Haven't
Taken Eddie Requarth's Goals
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
It was a warm day in May.
School was almost over, George
McGovern was making headway
toward
the = 1972
Democratic presidential
nomination and summer
baseball was about to begin.
Nine-year-old Eddie
Requarth was out in the yard,
helping the lady next door burn
leaves. It was just a typical
spring day, but yet, it's one that
Eddie Requarth will never
forget, no matter how hard he
tries.

The young buy stepped
toward the pile of leaves and
poured on some gasoline, accidenting pouring a little on his
pants. Suddenly, like hell
bubbling over, the fire exploded.
"The first thing I thought
about was starting toward the
water hose, which was about 10
feet away," Eddie recalls.
"I knew I was on fire but I
didn't feel any pain. When I got
about halfway to the hose, my
eyes shut and I turned and ran
the other way. I thought I was
going to burn to death. The last
thing I really remember is
yelling for my dad."

died that day, he was lucky he
didn't. But he was unlucky
because he got burned, very
badly. And today, three years
later, those ugly scars on his
legs are still there.
First,second and third degree
burns. Five or six operations
and 50 days in the hospital.
What a heck of a way for a nineyear-old to spend the summer
vacation.
"One morning he woke up and
said he'd never walk again,"
recalls his mother, Anna
Requarth.
"They immediately went and
got a therapist and stood him
up. Then they got a wheelchair
and he stood behind it and used
it for a brace and walked. They
just had to do it to boost his
morale."
The pain the young boy went
through that summer was more
than he should go through the
rest of his life. But he accepted
it, sometimes with tears,
sometimes with silence. But

always there.
"When he'd stand up, the skin
would break open and bleed,"
his mother said.
"He cried every time they
would change the bandages and
that was two or three times a
day."
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to play a game for Eddie, who
had just been released from the
hospital.
They let Eddie bat. Somebody
else would run the bases.
"It was embarrassing for me.
At that time,I had my doubts as
to whether I'd ever play ball
again." Eddie missed baseball. Right
But in the spring of 1973, even
across from the hospital was
with a present limp, he went out
and still is Holland Stadium.
for Little League and made the
Anna Requarth still recalls
team. But even then, he still had
those nights when they'd put
some doubts.
Eddie in a wheelchair and take
By BRUCE LOWITT
Eddie had problems while he
on the scoreboard and put Vail Hooton to his llth straight vichim to watch American Legion
AP Sports Writer
was in the hospital. He couldn't
in the book alongside Phila- tory.
baseball games. The team even
Braves 12, Giants 0
"I figured it was gonna be delphia's Joe Rapp, who set the
sleep.
autographed a ball and gave it
Dusty Baker's five RBI and a
remember one night they one of those nights," Mike Vail NL's rookie streak record of 23
"I
to him.
1.
gave him seven different mused. It was ... but not the straight games in 1921, and six-run fifth inning highlighted
But that wasn't enough. He medications to try to get him to way he figured.
Richie Ashburn, also of the Atlanta's 18-hit assault that emGerry Requarth was about 60
Standings
wanted to play ball.
In the fourth inning Monday Phillies, who matched it in barrassed the Giants ... and
go to sleep," his mother said.
feet away when he saw the fire
"We'd even wrap him up in -But he'd just sit up in bed and night, the New York Mets' 1948. Guy Curtright of the 1943 the crowd of 851 fans whc
D•=st="0=-=.0•Cv=v=v=vC:w=.4=
explode. He ran toward his son
blankets and put him in the tell us we couldn't make him rookie sensation drilled a bullet Chicago White Sox owns the 26- showed up to watch them.
By The Associated Press
and managed to smother out the
back of the station wagon and sleep.
- right into the glove of Mon- game major league mark.
National League
flame
with his hands. Gerry
take him over to the Park
East
Bowling
The hit also pushed Vail past
"I really believe he felt that if treal third baseman Larry ParW L Pct. GB
suffered burns on his hand. He
League
games,"
Anna he went to sleep he might not rish. "I said to myself, 'That's Denny Doyle of Boston, who
Pittsburgh
85 64 .570 Standings
was lucky, Eddie was lucky and
Requarth said.
it. That's the best shot I'll have had this year's previous best
79 70 .530 6
Philphia
wake up again."
unlucky.
78 71 .523
7
Thursday Couples
St. Louis
One day after the season had
He woke up. So did his at a hit." His chance at a hitting streak of 22 games.
Bowling League
76 74 .507 9/
1
2
New York
Eddie Requarth could have
ended, the Park League decided baseball talents, even though niche in the record books, he
Cubs 6-1, Pirates 5-9
W
L
Team
72 79 .477 14
Chicago
Lanes
8
0
65 84 .436 20
Montreal
Two-out run-scoring doubles Corvette
the scars and wrinkiss tried to decided, was fading fast. "I got
7
1
West
discouraged
a
moment.
I
for
ill the ninth inning by Jerry Ailey C.ats
7
suppress them. During the
1
xCincinnati
98 52 .653 6
2
OH
1
2
Los
Angeles 82 69 .541 16/
summer of 1974, he had one of figured it was gonna be one of Morales and Jose Cardenal Genes Body Shop
8
2
72 79 .477 261.2
S.Francisco
gave the . Cubs their opening- Bunkies
the best batting averages in the those nights."
6
2
68 82 .453 30
Son Diego
5
3
Two innings later, though, game victory, then Jim Rooker super Stars
Little League. And in the fall, he
Atlanta
66 85 .437 32)/2
Hits & Misses
5
3
59 91 .393 39
• Houston
turned into a fine runner for the Vail got the hit and the share hurled a two-hitter to bring Lucky F'our
2
6
x-clinchecl division title
2
6
Little League football program.- the record - a 23-game hit- Pittsburgh back in the night- Demons
Monday's Results
1
7
Chargers
ting streak, the longest ever by cap.
Chicago 6-1, Pittsburgh 5-9
1
7
Dyn-Ohlites
This past summer, he
New York 3, Montreal 2
0
8
Gutter
Busters
a
National
League
rookie.
The Pirates, trailing 4-2 going
blossomed
into
one
Of
the
finest
St. Louis 7, Philadelphia 6
High Team Game(SC)
728
And two innings after that, he into the ninth inning of the first corvette Lanes
Los Angeles 5, San Diego 4
young ballplayers in Western
666
Atlanta 12, San Francisco 0
D-H
game,
went
ahead
on
a
two-run
-You
naturally get up for a 100th run of the season. "Noth- Kentucky. In one stretch, he got his second hit and second
By FRED ROTHENBERG .
OH
662
Only games scheduled
club like Baltimore," Pesky ing new."
AP Sports Writer
High Team Game(HC)
Tuesday's Games
had three home runs in two RBI of the game, an eighth-in- single by Bob Robertson and an
Corvette
Lanes
as
RBI-single
Oliver.
But
in
by
Al
said.
"We're
due
to
Fellow
It's
a
beat
that
rookie
sensation
two-game
series
in
SepPittsburgh (Candelaria 7-5)
Fred games. He made the Little ning tie-breaking single that
_
810
at.-Chicago R. ReSuchal 10-1S1-. tember,that could lead.to a sew'- ballchrb in this park. But ru Lynn also reached the 100 RBI
the
bottoms-of-Joer
i
-e
'
m
sse
!!
thas,-nintho
----/diets
tifir
S-5:2
vicce"--"'
v
airltetfthe
Lent,. e All-SUff'-tesurs-arid-Iits
-Houston (Dierker 13.15) at
High TeamSertes(sG)
settle for a split."
Wallis singled, then Morales
mark Monday night. Dwight outstanding glove play helped ry over the Expos.
Cincinnati
(Billingham
15-8), en-game Series in October.
2042
,
and Cardenal doubled. Dave c
iiTette Lan
(n)
A split would send Baltimore Evans added four RBI to the lead the Murray All-Stars into
After 150 games, the Boston
1953
The sixth-inning RBI single Parker's three doubles and Superstars
Montreal (Carrithers 3-3) at
1813
away
still
41
/
2
games
back
but
Boston
attack.
The
Red
Sox
stand
poised,
ready
to
Red
Sox
New York (Matlack 16.11), (n)
,
the State Tournament.
off
Steve
Rogers
put
the
Mets
High Team Series i HC i
/
2 games then would be worth built an 8-0 bulge in the first
Richie Zisk's two-run homer led ' Corvette Lanes
Philadelphia (Simpson 1-0) at end Baltimore's recent domina- 41
2386
St,A,QuiS (Forsch 14-10),
an
.-231L-----tion of -The American I -aagwe alut_more than 4,41.4games now, _ twoinnings, more-than enough- Ncr_iv, he's playing football for
San Diego (Strom 8-5) at Los
alat
Appointment
•n
Piigas
htbcur
ap
g.
"
East
- and the Orioles sit on especially since the two top to stave off a late Milwaukee the seventh grade film
assault
---the-suParp-H
slan
t-lie,
'
Ind
Angeles (Rhoden 2-2), (n)
.
Garn
e
(SC)
he
Murray
Middle
School
and
Atlanta (Devine 1-0) at San the brink of a do-or-die, situ- teams don't meet again this surge that included George
Virgil Setser
237
LOUISVILLE
APICards 7, Phillies 6
John Mil
Francisco (Halicki 9-13), (n)
211
season.
ation.
Scott's 30th homer of, the year plans to go out for basketball. Churchill Downs announced the
Ch
pat
a
r
s
lie
entt
Hargrove
297
Wednesday's Games
scars
and
about
the
Singles
But
what
by
Ken
Reitz
and
Ted
Baltimore
was
idle
Monday and Robin Yount's eighth.
Just 4,-2 games separate the
188
Atlanta at San Francisco
about what people will say? appointment Monday of Louis Sizemore and a double by Betty Dixon
179
Pittsburgh
at
Philadelphia, two teams. It could swell to 61
/
2 night and in an abbreviated AL
Royals 3, White Sox 2
D. Dolan as racing secretary, pinch-hitter Reggie Smith Wanda Nance
173
In)
He's
not
worried.
games by Wednesday night and schedule, the Kansas City RoyPaul Splittorff's six-hitter and
Ind Game(BC)
Houston at Cincinnati, (n)
succeeding Tommy Trotter.
to
school
snapped
an
wore
short
pants
eighth-inning
"I
tie,
virguSetsellighr
254
Chicago at New York, (n)
all but eliminate the Orioles als beat the Chicago White Sox John Mayberry's tie-breaking
Dolan, currently assistant
Charlie Cuthertson
239
Montreal at St Louis, (n)
from the American League 3-2; the Minnesota Wins two-out single in the ninth in- the first day in the fourth grade racing secretary at Monmouth dropped Philadelphia six games John Hill
236
San Diego at Los Angeles,
see
the
back
of
the
everyone
could
first-place
so
that
Pirates
Pat
Scott
216
downed
the
California Angels 7- ning carried Kansas City past
East race. Or it could dwindle
(n)
Park, will begin immediately to
209
Dixon
to 21
/
2 games and give the Ori- 6 in 12 innings and the game Chicago and inched the Royals scars and not ask any more organize the program for the in the East Division and moved Betty
Wanda Nance
298
American League
the Cardinals within seven
Ind. Senes ( SC1
East
oles a clear shot at their sixth between the Oakland A's and within 61
/
2 games of the idle A's questions."
Virgil Settergi'
621
W 1_ Pct. GB
What if those questions and Downs' fall meeting which runs games of the top.
the
Texas
Rangers
was
in
division
title
in
rained
the
West
the
last
seven
Division.
Charlie
Hargrove
580
89 61 .593
Boston
stares pop again this year on from Oct. 27 through Nov. 29.
Dodgers 5, Padres 4
John Ffill
561
out.
Twins 7, Angels 6
Baltimore
41/2- years.
84 65 .564 Dolan,
36,
a
native
of
WilWanda
Nance
490
Willie McCovey three-run
New York
77 72 .517 11112
Baltimore takes its best shot
Steve Braun's single and the basketball floor?
Pat Scott
486
71 74 .490 151/2
"I'll Just tell them 1 fight mington, Del., has worked at a _ homer in the top .of the eighth Betty
Cleveland
-We're
still
in
the
driver's
Glenn
Borgmann's double in
Dixon
tonight,
sending
21-game
winnumber
.47
of
63 88
261/2
MiTytiOiikee
eastern tracks, in- inning gave San Diego a 4-1 virgii setser
sharks
for
a
living,"
Eddie
said.
Higt
Hc
ind.
Series
55 94 .369 331/2 seat,- said first base coach ner Jim Palmer against Bos- the 12th inning gave Minnesota
Detroit
V2
It's a good thing "Jaws" cluding Garden'State Park. lead. But in the bottom of the Charlie Hargrove
West
Johnny Pesky Monday night ton's ace Luis Tiant, 16-13.
its victory over the Angels,
640
Trotter left to become racing eighth, Willie Crawford's three- John Hill
90 58 .608
Oakland
didn't
run
into
Eddie
Requarth.
636
after Boston held off the stub"We just gotta win all the overshadowing Bruce Bochte's
City 84 65 .564 61/2
Kansas
595
secretary for the New York - run homer capped the.Dodgers' Wanda Nance
born Milwaukee Brewers for a rest of them," said outfielder 5-for-5 night at the plate for the The shark and box office would Racing
74 76 .493 17
Betty Dixon
574
Texas
Association.
have
both
lost.
four-run
69 77 .473 20
570
burst
Minnesota
that
carried
Burt
Pat
Scott
9-7
victory
at
Fenway
Park.
Angels.
Jim
Rice,
who
knocked
in
his
79 .466 21

Al
aroui
footh

Vail Keeps Streak And
Pirates Keep Winning
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Tiant And Palmer in
Fight For East Crown

69
Chicago
67 83 .447 24
California
Monday's Results
Boston 9, Milwaukee 7
Kansas City 3, Chicago 2
Minnesota 7, California 6, 12
innings
Oakland at Texas, ppd.. rain
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Clatland (Blue 19 11 and Bah
nsen 9 12) at Texas (Perry 16(6- and Jenkins 16-16), 2, (r-n)
Baltimore (Palmer 21-10) at
Boston (Tiant 16-13), (n)
Cleveland (Eckersley 12-5) at
Detroit (Arroyo 2-0), (n)
Chicago (Jefferson 4-9) at
Kansas City (Leonard 13-61, (n)
New York (Gura 6-6) at Mil
Naukee (Anderson 0-0), (n)
California (Monge 0-0) at
Minnesota (Hughes 14-13), (n)
Wednesday's Games
Baltimore at Boston,• (n)
Cleveland at Detroit, (n)
New York at Milwaukee, (n)
Oakland at Chicago, In)
Kansas City at Minnesota,
In)
California at Texas, (n

Emotion-Charged Irish Charge
Late To Whip Boston College

college ranks as successor to
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
Ara Parseghian, the emotion of
AP Sports Writer
FOXBORO, Mass. (API - two players back in school
Dan Devine is officially part of after a year's suspension havthe Notre Dame legend ... but ing key roles in the triumph,
even legends don't get much the emotion of two brothers
playing great football while
time to relax.
"We can enjoy it for all of their father is hospitalized with
about five minutes," an emo- lung cancer.
"It's hard to put into words
tionally drained Devine said
Monday night after his name what it means to be back,"
was carved into the Notre said end Ross Browner, who
Dame Football mystique along was named the game's outwith Rockne, Leahy and Par- standing defensive player for
seghian in a season-opening 17- making seven unassisted tackFight Set
3 victory over stubborn Boston les and recovering a fumbre
that set up a tie-breaking
College.
API
PHILADELPHIA
touchdown
on a 10-yard burst
50-year-old
Chapter
2
in
the
Philadelphia middleweight BobDevine's reign as Notre Dame's by his younger brother Jim late
meets
Watts
"Boogaloo"
by
head coach is just four days off in the third quarter.
James Marshall of Los Angeles
Speedy halfback Al Hunter,
when the Fighting Irish travel
in a 10-round fight tonight at
another of the five players who
Purdue on Saturday.
to
the Spectrum.
Monday night's game, before returned to school this semesIn the other two fights on the
a record Schaefer Stadium - ter.after a harsh one-year susTylightweights
card, junior
crowd of 61,501 plus millions pension for violating dormitory
rone Everett and Benjamin Or- more watching on national tele- rules, capped the triumph with
midjunior
while
meet
tiz
vision, was fraught with emo- an insurance 24-yard touchdown
dleweights Li'l Abner and Eftion
- Devine's return to the gallop just 50 seconds into the
ren Gonzalez square off.
final period.
"I could feel the rust wear
New Job
off on that run," said Hunter,
who entered the game in the
LOS ANGELES i AP)- Dick
second period and carried five
-White, publicity director of the
times for 47 of Notre Dame's
'Forum the past six years, was The Inter-City Golf Tour242 rushing yards. "I had to try
named Monday as director of nament will be held Saturday
and get my confidence back
operations for the Los Angeles and Sunday at both the Oaks
playing in front of people again
Aztecs of the North American and Murray Country Clubs.
and on national television. I
Soccer League.
This year, the tciurnament is was nervous at first,
but after
White, 35, will assist John open to non-country club
the first contact! settled down,
Chaffetz, the managing general members and anyone in Murray
blocked everything else out and
partner of the Aztecs. The new who wants to play in the event
played football."
operations director held the may do so by signing up at
The ninth-ranked Irish startf)ost of publicity director of San either one of the pro shops.
ed
slowly, teasing the partisan
prior
Diego Sports enterprises
A field of about 100 golfers is New England crowd with the
to joining the Forum staff in expected to play in the 36-hoie
possibility of an upset victory
Inglewood.
tourney.
by Boston College, a 71
/
2-point

Inter-City Golf
Open To Public

ej))

Thorobred
Flying Service
Murray-Calloway County Airport

Multi & Single Engine Instrument
Rated Pilots
"Flight Training
*Air Antbidance

'Air Freight & Cargo *Aircraft Rentals
'Charter Service
'Air Taxi

-

489:2414"
nue

"

v P"liar

489-2721

underdog.
Notre Dame managed only
one first down in the opening
period and the ,teams were
locked in a 3-3 standoff until
the Irish took advantage of
B.C. mistakes - Mike Kruczek's errant pitchout which
Ross Browner recovered and
an interception by Randy Harrison to id'Up-Hunter's clinchNotre Dame - had a senior at
the controls - - quarterback

Rick Slager, part of an all-new
backfield. Slager completed
only one of five passes in the
first half for a measly three
yards but connected on five of
seven for 69 yards after the intermission. He hit on three
passes for 39 yards as the Irish
stormed 60 yards in eight plays
for the tie-breaking touchdown
and threw one pass for 12 yards
two plays before Hunter's insurance TD.

First Time Ever
LEXINGTON, Ky. AP) When the University of Kentucky meets Kansas in Commonwealth Stadium on Saturday, it will be the first time the
two schools have met on a football field.
Kentucky will suit up 60 from
a roster of 94 as the Wildcats
go after victory No. 2 "after
having beaten Virginia Tech in
Lexington last weekend, 27-8.

Free...for all
youngsters 8-13
Sign up now
forthe1975
Punt,Pass&Kick
mpetition

LOUISVILLE, Ky.'(AP) Louisville Athletic Director
Dave Hartosays he wants to
play WesteM Kentucky in basketball this season.
The two teams met on the
football field last weekend, and
Western won 21-17
Hart says if arrangements
can be worked out the two
teams will play basketball in
Bowling Green.
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Registration
Ends October 3

Watch
the
paper
for
further
details

Loved Crowd
LEXINGTON, Ky. AP
Did the 56,000 spectators xho
viewed Kentucky's 27-8 romp
over Virginia Tech last Saturday bother reserve quarterback
Derrick Ramsey.'
"I loved it," t said. "They
say we football
yers perform
for the fans - but the fans perform for me."
TENNIS
SANTIAO, Chile -F'illol, Chile's best tenni<, play„er has ch9.1.1fttLili1. Tad-and. w ill go to tiaastad,
Swe'den, hitthe Davis Cup semifinals despite death threats

Oaktan

Bc

There are only a few days left to
sign up for the 19'75 Punt, Pass &
Kick Competition. This is your
chance to test your football skills
against other youngsters your
own age. It's free, and all you
have to do is bring your parent or
guardian in and sign up. You still
have time to register and get your
free Tips Book. So hurry and
sign up today!

Cards Want 'Toppers

Boston
Baltim
Bost
Baltim
Cleveli
28. AM
19, 20,
21, 23,
Balti
Milwal
Detroit
Ch cog
Boston
York (

Ford, Inc.
ParkerPhone 753427,3

cornerarnit& Main -
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Al Martin Adjusting
Well To New Position
nd

ig

:might vicints 0
RBI and a
highlighted
ilt that emits ... and
fans whe
hem.

Al Martin has a reputation
around the Murray State
football team as a quiet,
disciplined player who is apt to
knock your head off if you get in
his way on the football field.
"Al's not very big and you
never saw a milder-mannered
person off the field, but when he
gets in a football game, he's a
190 pounds of pure egression,"
Murray defensive coach Bill
Hina says.
"I just figure everyone's
trying to unload on me so I try to
hit them first and harder,"
Martin says.
For his first two seasons on
the Murray State team, he
played strong safety and he
impressed enough people
around the Ohio Valley Conference to be named to the all-

conference second team both practice but is now back in
years.
action. He's especially adept at
He's been moved to weak-side pass coverage and Hina says
linebacker or this fall, and he's better than he was last fall.
Hina couldn't be happier at the
Whitfield saw lots of action
way he's fit into his new nook. last season as a freshman and
"Al's really quick. He's in- had 12 tackles and 6 assists. He
telligent, and he's been around DO the size, speed, and talent to
football long enough to sense become a great player, acwhat's about to happen. We'll cording to Hine.
probably stunt him more this
Other linebacker candidates
fall than any linebacker since are Steve Henson, a 6-21't, 213I've been here."
pound
sophomore
from
Martin came to Murray as a Newbern, Tenn.; Mark Lindquarterback but was soon sey, a 6-0, 190-pound freshman
moved to defense, a move he's from Frankfort; Bob Craig, a 6never regretted. "On defense, 1, 210-pound freshman from
you just do your job and you've Chicago; David Reagan, a 6-2,
made your contribution," he 215-pound freshman from
says. "At quarterback, you not Dresden,
Tenn.;
Paul
only have to worry about your Alexander, a 5-10, 190-pound
assignments, but everyone freshman from Henderson;
else's, as well."
Russell Zoller, a 5-10, 185-pound
Martin maintains his macho freshman from Lawrenceburg,
image during the summers Ind.; and Richard Long, a 5-10,
when he's a heavy equipment 175-pound freshman from
operator ins strip mine near his Owensboro.
home in DuQuoin,tu., and in his
hobbie, which is hunting.
By The Associated Press
American League
But his major in college is
East
W. L... Pct... GB special education. He maintains
Boston
89 61 .593 a 3.0-plus grade point average,
Ba I t i more
84 65 .564- 4/
1
2 and after graduation, he wants
The Big M Club members
Boston (12) - Home (6);
Baltimore (2) Sept. 16, 17; to teach disadvantaged high from Mayfield will be host to the
Big M Club meeting WedCleveland (4) Se0t. 25, 26, 27, school students.
28. Away (6); Detroit (3) Sept.
In two seasons as starting nesday.
19, 20, 21; New York .(3) Sept.
The meeting will be held at
22, 23, 24.
quarterback at DuQuoin High
Baltimore (13) - Home (7); School, he
the Casa Mia Restaurant in
teams
to
7guided
his
Milwaukee (3) Sept. 19, 20, 21;
Mayfield. It will begin at 6.30
Detroit (3) Sept. 23, 24, 25; x. 2-1 and 7-3 records. He was also
Chicago (1) Sept. 29. Away (6); a starting guard on the p.m.
Boston (2) Sept. 16, 17; New
All Big M Club members from
basketball team for three
York (4) Sept. 26 (2), 27, 28.
_seasons and an infielder pn the Murray are urged to attend.
iikland
90
baseball team for four seasons. Stirriy State- President Deno
Kansas
City 84 65 .564 6/
1
2
Martin had 49 tackles and 40 Curris will be present along
Oakland (14) -.. Home (7);
with Racer grid coach Bill
Minnesota (2) Sept. 22, 23; Chi- assists
for the Racers last fall,
cago (2) Sept. 24, 25; Californa
Furgerson.
(3) Sept. 26, 27, 28. Away (7); recovered a fumble, and inTexas
Ser. 16(a); Chicago tercepted a pass.
_. . Ragan Donl-Serimmage
--712) SOT. 17, 18; -Karisas .tifY"
At strong linebacker, will be
(3) Sept. 19, 20, 21.
MURRAY, Ky. (AP)- Bill
Kansas City (13) - Home alternate captain David Mc(8); Chicago (1) Sept. 16; Oak. Donald,
Furgerson, head coach of Mura
5-11
, 195-pound
land (3) Sept. 19, 20, 21; Texas
ray State's football teana,
(2) Sept. 22, 23; Minnesota (2) senior from Evansville, who has
Sept. 24, 25. Away (5); Min- started since the middle of his called off the squad's final prenesota (2) • Sept. 17, 18; Texas
freshman season. McDonald season scrimmage.
(3) Sept.26, 27, 28.
"Furgerson had a scrimmage
had 44 tackles, 41 assists, and
set
National League
up, then got some second
intercepted two passes last
East
thoughts," explained Joe Tom
.Pct....GB season. Hine says he could use
Pittsburgh
W"
64 .570 - more size but that he makes up Erwin, Murray sports informa85.L."
Philadelphia 79 70 .530 6
for the lack of it with in- tion director.
78 71 .523
7
St. Louis
Last year, one of Furgerson's
Pittsburgh (13) - Home (7); telligence
and
football
top
players, Rick Fischer, was
St. Louis (3) Sept. 19, 20, 21; knowledge. McDonald
played
Philadelphia (3) Sept. 22, 23,
hurt in Murray's last preseason
24; x -Houston (1) Sept. 29. the weak side last year, but
Away (6); Chicitig0 (1) Sept: 16; Irma says he thinks he will be at scrimmage and missed the en_. Philadelphia (2) Sept. 17, la;
his best position on the strong tire season.
St. Louis (3) Sept. '76,'27, 28.
Murray opens its 1975 camPhiladelphia (13) - Home side.
paign
Saturday against Western
(6); Pittsburgh (2) Sept. 17, 18;
Kevin Whitfield, a
220New York (4) Sept. 26 (2), 27,
Carolina.
28. Away (7); St. Louis (1) pound sophomore from Sturgis,
Sept. 16; New York (3) Sept. and Don Hettich, a 6-1 206-pound
19, 20, 21; Pittsburgh (3) Sept.
senior from St. Louis, are
22, 23, 244.
for the middle
St. Louis (13) - Nome (6); battling
Philadelphia (1) Sept. 16; Mon- linebacking slot. Hettich started
treal (2) Sept. 17, 18; Pittsburgh (3) Sept. 26, 27, 28. Away last season and had 70 tackles,
(7); Pittsburgh (3) Sept. 19, 20, 57 assists, 2 fumble recoveries,
, 21; Montreal (4) Sept. 24 (2),
and three interceptions. He
23, 24.
sprained an ankle early in fall
x•if necessary
Mike Perpich of Louisville, a
senior member of the Murray
State golf team, captured the
Ballard County Invitational
Golf Tournament over the
weekend at La Center.
Perpich fired rounds of 72-73
for a 145 to claim a one-stroke
victory over Mike Shelbourne of
Paducah.
Buddy Hewitt, coach of the
Racer golf team, tied for fifth
place in the tourney along with
Bobby Cronin of Paducah, a
norrwq
MSU golf team member. Both
Hewitt and Cronin fired 148's.
"
.
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Pennant Races
At A Glance
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7
6
6
6
5
5
2
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0
1
1
2
2
2
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3
6
6
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1
0
(SC)
728
666
662
IBC)
836
810
'792(SC
2042
1963
1813
HC

2366
220

SC
237
211
207
1$8
179
173
HC
254
239
236
216
209
206
SC

621
595
561
490
468
014
NC
672
640
636
5%
574
570

Big M Club Will
Meet At Mayfield

Mike Perpich
Wins Tourney
At Ballard

Before you build one of

these great buildings

left to
'ass &
,Our
II skills
'our
ou
rent or
)ti still
et your
rid

here's a handy list of

3

things to do:
1. Call \C. E. S. A.

Contractors, Inc.
P.O. Box 525
Calvort City
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•

Phone 395-4191,

+.21tatedlisiloia.r

Timeout With Brandon
By MIKE BRANDON
Sports

The NFL Management Council, the bargaining agent for the
owners, reportedly made the
overture during an all-night
meeting with the NFL Players
Association at the Washington
offices of federal mediator W.J.
Usery, Jr.
Terry Bledsoe, NFLMC
spokesman, said the council's
offer was as follows:
--The New England Patriots'
training camp will be open
Sept. 16, 1975 and Patriot players will be permitted to practice and play.
-No lockout or strike shall
take place during the period
from Sept. 16 through Oct 1,
1975.
-The Management Council
will make a complete, proposal
for a collective bargaining
agreement on or before Sept.
49ps
---7The entire proposal will be
submitted to the players for acceptance or rejection,
-If more time is needed for
!

tenor

Frazier Will Beat Ali This Time

Ii

We're two weeks away from the big title
admire All as a man and for the stand he took
but as a fighter, my respect for him has
fight between Muhammad Ali and Joe
dwindled.
Frazier. And surprisingly, not that much has
Frazier will beat All when they fight. And
been said about the Super Fight, Part Three.
he'll do it in a way that won't leave any doubt.
Frazier has been relatively quiet, All actually hasn't been talking that much but
certainly will in the next few,days.
The Murray State women's basketball team
Like a baseball game, this will be the
has released its schedule for the coming
rubber match of the series. And besdies the
season.
money, there's a lot more at stake.
The Racer women will play 23 regular
Always before, I've picked All to win. I did
season games and will be in two tournaments.
against George Foreman and even called the
The Murray women will be playing 10 games
round. But my attitudes on All have changed
at home this season. In addition, they will be
recently.
playing in a lot of doubleheaders, playing the
All is destroying boxing. In order to see a
preliminary to the men's game since the
title fight now, you have to go to Louisville or
jayvee program at Murray State has been ,
Nashville and watch it on closed circuit
television. The money involved in a title fight scrapped this year.
The season will open November 22 at Fort
is so great that a country has to sponsor it
Campbell. Two nights later, the Racer women
now.
will be at home against Union in the
What would happen to the World Series if it
preliminary to the Murray State and Athletes
were only on closed circuit TV? Fans would
in Action contest.
just say to hell with it.
Among the teams on the schedule are Fort
So what else? For one thing, the rope-aCampbell, Union, Middle Tennessee, Martin,
dope tactic of All is simply ridiculous. All can
Louisville, Lambuth, Western, Eastern,
say he's using it to let the opposing fighter
Morehead, Kentucky State, Kentucky
punch himself out. Sure.
Wesleyan, Southern Illoinois, Illinois State,
All is 33-years-old now. He lies on the ropes
Bellarmine and Evansville.
to rest and maybe, the opponent will punch
Murray had an outstanding recruiting
himself out, if he's dumb. Had All ran into
season plus several of last year's top line
someone like Rocky Marciano and used the
players return so the Racer women could be
rope-a-dope tactic, All would have suffered a
in for a banner season this year. Women's
couple of broken arms. There is not a fighter
basketbpll has greatly improved and as time
that ever lived that could stay in the ring with
goes on, it's going to keep getting better.
Marciano and take his punches. Marciano
once knocked down a horse.
Frazier literally destroyed Kenny Norton in
his last fight. Frazier made one mistake
Each year, the picture files become heavy
against.George-Foreman, when they 'ought, and.I make an effort to dean out my files. I
for the crown. Frazier went in close because have a picture file on all the sports at
of his height disadvantage. His style is very Calloway, Murray High and Murray State in
similar to that of Floyd Patterson.
addition to local golf, baseball and whatever
Frazier got too close to a big straight right else you can think of.
and he was stunned. And after that, It wasjill . tlitYCJIAny, many pictures_I'd like„ta get.
over. Frazier won't make that mistake rid of, including Murray High and Murray
against Ali. Frazier is actually as quick on his State football, so if you'd like these pictures
feet now as All is, though Frazier won't be ( free of charge) I will be in the office at 7 p.
dancing like All when they fight October 1.
m. Wednesday to give them away. I'll be here
All should not fight Frazier. All won the title for around an hour so come on by and pick up
back that was unjustly taken from him. I still
the pies.

Women's Cage Notes

Free Sports Pics

Patriots To Be Locked
Out Of Practice Had
By FRANK BROWN ..
AP Sports Writer
While the rest of the National
Football League slumbered, six
executives endured nightmarish
hours of negotiations over the
fate of the striking New England Patriots - and possibly
that of the 1975 football season.
At an undisclosed meeting
place in Washington,- D.C.,
three members of the NFL
Management Council met
through the early morning over
the Patriots' crisis with two
representatives of the NFL
Players Association and federal
mediator W.J. Usery.
With each minute of discussion, the prospect loomed
that matters could be wrenched
from the hands of the six tired
men. Some time in the morning, the striking Patriots
planned to practice at the
club's Amherst, Mass., training
site.

Six-Point Plan Offered
To Players By Owners

By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
National Football League
owners have made a six-point
proposal, including the promise
of a new contract offer by Sept.
25, in an effort to ward off a
league-wide
player
confrontation stemming from the
New England Patriots'strike, a
spokesman said Tuesday morn-

Ernie House Leading
OVC In Total Offense

'WU

the vote, the no-lockout, nostrike agreement will be extended until the vote is completed.
--No reprisals will be taken
against any players for action
taken before Sept. 16, 1975.

But "if the Patriots report back their field brethren.
The player was quoted as
back to practice, we're going to
lock them out," said Sargent saying Redskins' President EdKarch, executive director of the. ward Bennett Williams had told
NFLMC and one of the ml the players to "play - or else"
their season opener next
locked in the Washington meet
day, and even threatened to
ing as dawn prepared to break.
"They'll be locked out until declare the corporation out of
there's a bargaining agreement business if the strike continued.
Carroll Rosenbloom, owner of
or a no-strike pledge by the unthe Los Angeles Rams, had
ion ( the NFLPA)."
That was exactly what made a similar statement earKarch, Theodore Kheel and lier Monday. "... there would
Wellington Mara were trying to be no choice but to fold up for
do in representing the 26 NFL the year,- he said. "I am sure
owners: work out some kind of I speak for all the owners when
agreement with NFLPA Execu- I say we can not sit still for
tive Director Ed Garvey and .,such blackmail."
assistant Dick Berthelsen that
Meanwhile, early returns becould forestall further unpleasantness when the players gan to come in from training
camps across the country. The
showed up at camp.
There had been unpleasant- Dallas Cowboys voted 22-1 in
ners enough Monday. with favor of walking out if the Pats
threats flying of canceled sea- were locked out of their Sunday
sons, more player walkouts ... home opener against Houston.
The New Orleans Saints "unan1974 all over again.
"If the Patriots don't prac- imously voted to support the re!ice, there will be problems," cent actiGn of the Patriots and
said player representative Brig demand the reinstatement of
Owens of the Washington Red- the team," according to player
skins, who voted to back the rep Rich Kingrea.
On the other side of the playPatriots if they were barred
from practicing. "There has to er coin, the Cleveland Browns
took a "wait and see" attitude
be unity."
The Washington Post quoted regarding the Pats' situation
an unidentified player as say- and player rep Bill Bergey of
ing there was shouting, name- the Philadelphia Eagles said,
railing and bitterness at the "I can't think of anybody on
• ,ne hour, 45-minute meeting our club who would support a
where the athletes voted to strike."

Fillol Decides To Play
In Davis Cup Semifinal

Bledsoe said NFLPA Executive Director Ed Garvey had
said he would submit the offer
to the Patriots' players but that
he would not recommend it.
Garvey left his Washington
office at 6:30 a.m., EDT, today, BASTAAD, Sweden (AP) - phers.
refusing to comment on the Jaime Fillol has decided to
Such were the precautions
meeting and the reported own- play for Chile in Davis Cup taken after anonymous death
ers' overture.
semifinal here,'apparently feel- threats were lodged against
ing that a 1,155-man police Fillol and other reports surThe Patriots voted Saturday force
with horses, dogs and faced promising mass demonto go on strike and not play
helicopters will protect him suf- strations by activists opposed
their Sunday exhibition game
ficiently against the death to Chile's military junta govwith the New York Jets. Northreats he and his teammates ernment.
mally, the Patriots would re- have
received.
port to camp at 9 am, EDT,
Other safeguards included a
The tightest security "meastoday following a Sunday game ures
in three years are in effect ,change in ticket sales for the
but the Management Council here
as the Chilean and Swed- match. Tickets will be sold only
had said they would be locked ish
teams prepared to meet for to tennis clubs for their memout unless a bargaining agree- the
best-of-five series which be- bers, or persons known to the
ment existed or unless a nos- gins
Friday. The last time po- members. There will be no pubtrike pact was agreed to by the'
lice
weft
called. out in stich lic sale.
union.
farce was in 1972, when a U.N.sponsored environment conferGENERAL
GOLF . .
JACKSON, Miss. - The N a
YOKOHAMA,Japan - Sand- ence brought out 2,000 (*pi to
• tional Collegiate Athletic Assora Haynie of the United States pcotect foreign dignitaries.
Bjorn
Borg, the star of Swe- ciation placed Mississippi State
carded a final round two-under,
!
.7. to.tore The. trittmtduat_deaa.teaant--apesi leuseties--Liativersitu- 403- • arabatiass- •Ser
title of the Unitcd States-Japan Monday under the watchful eye more than one year and ruled
women's golf match by two of a score of police, who cor- two players ineligible as a restrokes as the U.S. team beat doned off the center court area sult of football recruiting viola(rorn newsmen and photogrations.
Japan 29-19
`

Murray Cunningham of TenBy The Associated Press
Ernie House of Eastern Ken- nessee Tech booted three field
tucky holds the total offensive goals, from 46,41 and 42 yards,
lead in the Ohio Valley Confer- in Tech's opening victory over
ence for the second straight Furman to give him the kick
week, but Austin Peay's Cov- scoring lead and a tie for seceak Moody has served notice ond in over-all scoring with
Emerson and Woods.
he'll be heard from.
After two games--and two
Rick Green of Western leads
victories-House has passed for in defense with 24 tackles and
255 yards and rushed for 36 for 20 assists with a pair of Middle
an average of 145.5 yards per Tennessee players-Tony Buck
game while Moody gained 141 with 15-6 and John Csir with 16in the Gov's opening loss to 4 next in line.
George Goodson of Middle
Central Arkansas Saturday.
Tennessee has two fumble reWith all but three of his coveries while seven OVC playyards gained on running plays, ers have one each. Western's
Moody took a lead of more than
Keith Tandy leads in tackles
12 yards over Middle Ten- for losses with seven for a total
nessee's Mike Moore in the of 27 yards.
rushing department.
Eastern's John Reverse is the
Billy Smith of Western Ken- league's top punt returner, avtucky, with 16 completions in 38 eraging 17.3 yards on four carpasses this season, holds a one- ries, while Austin Peay's Henry
completion per game lead in
Yarber is tops in kickoff repassing over House, who has turns with a 27-yard average on
hit 14 of 28.
three.
Elmo Boyd of Eastern Kentucky has caught five passes
while Jim Nelson of Eastern,
Gary Burchfield and Marshall
Williams of Middle Tennessee
and Bob Hobby of Western
Kentucky have four each.
Boyd's catches, however,
were for a total of 147 yards
and one touchdown while Burchfield's 87 is the best yardage
of the four runners-up.
Three OVC players-East
Tennessee's Lee Trawek, Eastern's Hal Emerson and Western's Jinuny Woods-have
three touchdowns- each, but
Trawek's came in one game to
give hizna narrow lead in scoring.

._
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No Competitiosa

BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
( AP) - Western Kentucky
Coach Jimmy Feix says he
doesn't want to play the University of Louisville in football
"until the competition is equalized."
His Hilltoppers stopped Louisville 21-17 last Saturday night.
Feix said he referred to wide
differences in scholarships and
money spent on. the football
programs. Louisville spends
neary twice as much as Western's football budget, he noted.
"Unless they -come down to
our. level or we move up to
theirs, I don't think it's fair for
us to play them," Feix said.
"It's not fair to our kids."
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Girl With No School Creates Problem
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) With 124,000 pupils in Jefferson
County's schools' and the turmoil of planning a desegregation program in less than
iwo months, it had to happen at
least once.
Martha Millett, 14, is the girl
without a school.
Merritt R. Millett, her father,

said Monday his confrontation
with school officials is "a
standoff. It's like two billy
goats standing there facing
each other."
Schedule mixups abounded
after the hasty enactment of a
busing program for 22,600 pupils since U.S. District Judge
James Gordon issued the order

One day, be said, she even
in July.
Martha's problgm is worse tried to go to her old school.
"Some of her old fellow stuthan that. She didn't pass two
classes last year, when she was dents told her she was still on
a 9th grader at Ballard High. the roll call every day at BalAt Ballard, which is both a jun- lard. So she slipped away, unior and senior high, she could beknownst to us, and went ti.
have made up° the 9th grade school.
"She was doing great up to
classes this year while doing
10th grade work in other areas. about two o'clock," he said,
But Martha was among those "but then the principal got
Answer to Saturday s Puzzle
slated to be bused from the word she was there. He did the
2 Toward
ACROSS
suburbs to downtown schools. only thing he could-gave her
UMU WM 0000A
shelter
OBODAM WOUGUID
At first, Millen said, "I was the old heave-ho."
Declared
I Possesses
3
Millett said Martha spends
willing for her to be bused."
4 Bridge terM
4 Winter vehicle NO FAUSO0120 MU
OP Oki= qMIBB
5 Negligent
8 Listen to
The question was where. most of her time around the
mum nuaa 0211
12 In music, high 6 National
Meyzeek Junior High only went house, "helping her mother
EROUSU OPAIM OM
hymn
13 Path
to 9th grade and couldn't pro- with preserves, cutting the
DORO EMOU
14 Arm bone
7 Earn
vide her 10th-grade classes. grass."
15 Meadow
20 MEAD .1700A
8 Arm bone
16 Utmost point 9 Man s name
If she can't go to Ballard, he
The other choice, Central High,
OPQM OURM MAM
18 Malodorous 10 Emmet
MWOd UalUQ go
senior high only and begins said, "maybe I'll keep her out
is
a
11 Beam
20 Lease
ma onmuagn ou
about a year and by then
with 10th grade.
17 Teutonic deity 21110:01 020MITA
21 Latin
frustrated father began they'll get rid of this stupid
The
conitinction 19 Pronoun
/6 noom om ga.1
22 Stroke
22 Fondie
visiting school officials, trying busing."
33 Man's
44 Sicilian
24 Exists
23 Edges
School officials have talked
to get Martha exempted from
nickname
volcano
27 Marry
25 Distance
about enforcing state truancy
busing and back into Ballard.
measure
36 Contunction 45 Great Lake
29 Cut of meat
46 Old musical
30 Melody
26 Command to 37 Lead
"I took off a whole week's laws in cases where parents
instrument
cat
38 Endured
31 Contunction
work to try to work this out," keep children out of school. But
47 Soft food
ao Judgment
27 Clean
32 Speck
said Millett, who is in the lum- Millett said he won't budge.
41 Symbol tor
48 The self
28 Slave
33 Dance step
"Either she goes to Ballard,"
ber business. But the officials
tantalum
49 Hurry
34 Note of scale 29 Torrid
50 Man's
43 Symbol for
30 In cane
35 Force air
he declared, "or old dad goes
couldn't help.
calcium
Envisioned
nickname
through the
"It seems like everybody's to jail.
nose
9 10 Ft
7 1,4:1.7,
r*:.4
3
"I've done all I can. Let
scared,"
he said. "They get a
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16
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wild look in their eye and start them come to me now," he
12
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:1X111U
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UU
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,r4116
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1976.
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43
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NI
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"She's at a formative stage adopt it." Only 17 per cent said
DOWN
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I FIND IT INTERE5TINI6
THAT ,f0U SHOULD HAVE THE
6ARA6E FOR A PARTNER WHEN
KOU
MIXED-DOUBLE5

I WAS ALSO 410NOERIN6

HE NEVER FOOT-FAOLT5:

UNAT THE FE5T PART
OF H15 GAME IS...

CLASSIFIEDADS!
2. Notice

PHONE NUMBERS
FOR THE

News, Society and
Sports
753-19/8
Retail Display advertising 753-1919
Classified
Display.
Classified, Circulation and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 753-1916
and 753-1917

Clock Shop
Boy-Sol-Ropor
(Rear of JAB. Music)
753-7575

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must be
submitted by 12 noon,
the
day
before
publication.
All reader classifieds
must be submitted by 4
p. m. the day before

plibEatian.

Jantzen Sportswear

opposite bus station.
108 North
6th Street
753-0140.

AW, THEY

I JUST SAW A

CENTIPEDE

CAN'T

HURT YOU -THEY'RE ONLY
ABOUT AN
INCH
LONG

NOT

0 00

THAT

ONE
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AMVET5 POST 45
Woolonsdoy, September 17, DiscuS p.m. 5512p...Frit*, September 19, Dunce 11 p.m. to 12

LOST GOLD I-D bracelet,
got name Jeri on it. Call
436-2159.
LOST A 3 month old male
black Labrador Retreiver_
iñ the Cypress Bay ReSerf
area. Reward offered.
Call 901-232-8662.

WOULD YOU LIKE TO
BE IN MANAGEMENT
WITH A LARGE INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION? CAN YOU
PICTURE YOURSELF
WORKING HARD AND
ENJOYING
IT?
BECAUSE
YOUR
PROMOTIONS
ARE
BASED ON MERIT.
International
organization is looking
for the right person to
put into a management
position in a short
period of time.
Who Wants:
*Specialized training,
minimum, two weeks
in Chicago, expenses
paid.
•Eight
hundred
dollars a
month
guaranteed to start.
*Professional training
in the field to train you
in selling to businesses
and
professional
people.
•A career development program for
every step of your
career.
*Security for you and
your family through
major
medical,
disability and a fantastic profit sharing
and savuigs program.
If you do, can you
qualify..

Comprehensive Care..
753-6622
Poison Control 753-7588
Senior Citizens 753-0929
Need Line... 753-NEED
I ,earn to Read 753-2288

q
(ONLY Wt-IEN I 00 Ti4E
CARIOCA!

-

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger
11, Times

ARE YOU:
Ambitious, agressive,
willing to pay the price
of hard work and
study, able to travel
within the state, bondable, and have good
references

LATEX HOUSE paint sale
Two gallons for $14.95
Hughes Paint Store. 401
Maple St.

600DBYE,
GRAHAM...
JONES-

1

wHAT A PITY
IT'5 DEAP6000/BYE-

NATCHE-RLY NOT!!-). IF If WANTS TO BE
.SOCIABLE, LET illKIN 70' IT'S A UNIDENTIFIED
IDENTIFY ITSELriIDENTIFY FLYIN' Cf3dECKJ:_y!
IT

-AN'IT'LL BE AS WELCOME
AST145 FLOWERS N MAY r7.

isma

C442.-Cetrt,_ 4

14 Want To Buy
DEPRESSION GLASS. Old
gold, sterling silver.
Murray Coin Exchange.
108 North 6th. Call 7530140.
VENEER LOGS wanted,
white oak, walnut, ash
and hackberry. Highest
prices paid for logs 14" in
diameter
and
up.
Delivered to Benton, Ky.
Also will buy standing
Veneer trees. Call J. H.
Miller 35.44440.

15 Articles For Sale

PERMANENT POSITION
COLLECTION
OF
for mature person who
WATKINS PARTY PLAN
Womans Day and Family
can operate machinery
is new. Great hostess
Circle magazines. Call
and occasionally drive
gifts, arid Holiday gifts.
436-2285.
small trucks on local
Geraldine Mathis, 1705
deliveries. Send name,
Keenland. Phone 753-8284.
age and phone to Box 32N. GAS HEATER, 5 h. • p.
Sears riding mower, 3,h.
5. Lost And Found
p. push mower. Call 7539. Situations Wanted
8067 after 5 p. m.
$25 REWARD - male
HOUSE CLEANING jobs
Collie, lost in the vicinity
weekly or hi-weekly, REMINGTON 700 A. D. L.,
of Seven Seas Restaurant
available Monday, .222 cal. and 3-9x scope.
and Riviera Courts. Much
Universal 30 cal. M-1
Wednesday and Friday.
loved pet. No questions
carbine. Sheridan "Silver
Call 753-2707, Debbie
asked. Please call 753Streak" pellet gun. Call
8939 after 4 p. m.
753-0598.
10. Business Opportunity

Fire
753-1441
Police
753-1621
Rescue
753-6952
Ambulance
753-9392
Hospital Emergency...
753-5131

EVERY TIME
YOU LOSE,
rm THE
oNE WHO
SUFFERS!

WANT A mictaleaged
woman to stay with me in
my home, in Florida this
winter. Call Mrs. A. D.
Butterworth, 753-4117.

Country Wild

If You
Need Them:
VAt NOT
PL AY1N6
wrrm YOU
ANYMORE,
SARGE!

HOSTESS FOR Watkins
Party Plans. Call 7535550.

MECHANIC
experienced,
with
management potential.
Reply to Box 32 Q,
Murray, Ky.

Grand
Opening

FOUND-GROWN white
male german sheppard
Collar, no tag. 317 N. 5th
or call 753-5815.

/

6. Help Wanted

IF YOU have a burden, let
us share it. NEEDLINE,
753-6333.
-

LEDGER & TIMES
DEPARTMENTS
ARE AS FOLLOWS

Murray Coins
And Antiques
•,•rs

2. Notice

For the right person, this is
a lifetime career opportunity where your ability
and performance will be the
only limits to how high you
can get.
i
Burl
Widener
mi,
Call
6610 between 1 and 7 p.
m., Monday, 9 a. m. and 7
p. m. Tuesday and Wednesday.
An Equal Opportunity
Employer M/F

LINGL CORPORATION,
Paris, Tennessee has
Immediate opening for an
experienced office clerk
accountant
or
with
background in machinery
cost analysis and price
calculations. Must be able
to type, and operate
business machines. Some
experience in' general
drafting, desirablebut not'
necessary. Applicant
must - be a self starter.
responsible and capable
of working with minim
'for -furt
details on thisthallenging
opportunity, gall Joe
Belger at Paris, 642-9161.

Business
Opportunity
Local concern interested in expanding
-lacilities. Looking • for
good aggressive sales
person. A person with
sales experience and
management experience heleful but not
necessary.
Excerent
opportunity to make the
kind of career you've
always wanted, but
didn't have the opportunity for. One person will be selected
from these interviews.
If you are clean cut, and
look sharp and feel
sharp, call now for a
confidential interview.
Phone 753-8707 between
10 a.m. and 5 p.m.

S. Storage Buildings
CUSTOM BUILT portable
building 8 x 10, $388.00. 8 x
12 $432.00. 8 x 16, $576.00.
Free normal delivery. We
build all sizes of storage
buildings, lake cottages.
boat docks, patios and
green houses. See our
special boat storage sheds
for boats from 12' up.
Located
on
Hick's
Cemetery Road. Call 7530984.

ONE gas furnace 85,000
BTU.
ONE Singer treadle
sewing machine.
ONE new set of King
site- matress, box
springs, frame and
velvet headboard.
ONE 23" black and
T.V. i
whiteCurti&tiathe
isom
-ONE
sole stereo.
ONE 1968 Pontiac
Grand Prix.
ONE
1968
VW
Squareback.
ONE Kustom hustler
amplifier.,
ONE Magnavox stereo.
ONE Sanyo stereo with
four speakers.
Call 753-7861
Between 9-5
TEABERRY 23 Brand CB
mobile with antenna.
$200.00. Call 753-6487.

54-SELECTIONS
of
paneling 4 x 8 sheets. $2.75
and up. Moulding to
match
paneling.
Bathroom vanities from
$45.00 and up. 12-designs
decorative paneling 4 x 8
sheets $4.25 each. vs" CD
plywood $4.95 sheet. Five
eights inch Particle board
$3.25 sheet. Cabinet
topping at 25 cents square
foot. Interior latex white
12. Insurance
paint
$3.95
gallon.
Fiberglass panels at 10
MOBILE HOME and home
cents to 25 cents square
owners insurance at low
foot. Luan and birch doors
rates. Joe Sledd In$5.75 to $18.75. Ross and
surance agency, 753-1408.
Truck Salvage Mdse. Inc.
HEALTH, LIFE, burial, up Box 88, Martin, Tenn.,
to $2000.00. Health no Phone 587-2420.
problem. Call 753-1976.
MAPLE COUCH - Early
American, and matching
chair. Excellent condition, $150. See at 802
North 20th after 5.30 p.m.

If you're a
good driver,
HOUSE
Icon
PLANTS various kinds and sizes of
probably
vigorous, home-grown
plants. Call 753-0814 after
save you
4 p. m.
money on car 'MIXED FIREWOOD
.
$12.00 a rick, delivered.
insurance
Call 753-9618.
NEW CREAGOR SS mags,
13" and new Gillette tires,
raised white letters. Call
Bill days, 762-6851, nights,
753-0802.

16. Home Furnishings
7' COUCH-Gold, green
and beige, floral designs,
$25.00. Call 753-8382.
The sooner you call,
the sooner you save

Ronnie Ross
210E Main
Phone 753-0489
INSURANCE
Homeowners,
farmowners, mobile
homeowners, low rates
excellent dein% service.
Galloway Insurance and
Realty, Phone 753-5842,
Murray, Ky.

HIDE-A-BED SOFA queen
size,
Early
American, posterpedic.
Excellent condition. Call
753-6415.
USED
FRIGIDAIRE
STOVE, in good condition. Call after 4:00 p.m.
436-2437.

17 Vacuum Cl(taners

KIRBY VACUUM September Sale. Free hose
attachment with the
purchase
of
every
' P.Pright.. Rebuild your old
Kirby Vacuum for only
.&WELICV-- -CABE for
26.95. Office hours, 12-5.
display. Call 753-8701, 10-5
Call 753-0359, 24 hours per
p. m
day.
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/7"PAYS70ADVERTISE...ADVERME WHERE/TM VS
17 Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery,
753-6760,
day or night.

LASS. Old
g silver.
F.xchange.
Call 753-

19 Far

wanted,
ilnut, ash
. Highest
logs 14" in
nd
up.
mton, Ky.
standing
.7a11 J. H.

quipment

NEW and used John Deere
planters, Allis-Chalmers
hard land planter. Vinson
Tractor Company, 7534892.
TRACTOR - 560 Farman
diesel with plow and disc,
in excellent condition.
Phone 527-9729 after 6:00.

Sale

OF
N
id Family
ies. Call

22 Musicai

GALLON
unflEPOSgESSED PIANO. 1,000
derground type fuel
Take up payments. J & B
storage tank. Never
Music, 753‘7575.
been used, $350. Call 436.MUSIC LESSONS. Piano, 2211.
organ, guitar, clarinet
26. TV Radio
and accordion. J. & B.
Music, Call 753-7575.
12x70 FLAMINGO Manor,
3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,
Plane hi Stange
central heat and air,
Ileaptifel spbott-cenesie stored
carpeted
throughout,
Wally. Reported Ike ere.
refrigerator and stove,
Responsible party art take at
electric fireplace, uning swing est less peraese
belance. Write ieplio Pleas Ca.,
derpinned, excellent
illiesotwi 44801.
condition. Call 753-9816.
STEREO
CONSOLE
repossessed,
AM-FM
phono and tape. Monthly
payments. Call 753-7575.

20. Sports Equipmeot
1974 CHALLENGER Mark
IV bass boat, 115 h. p.
Johnson motor. Custom
trailer. New high speed
depth
finder.
New
Johnson foot control,
trolling motor. Lake
access lot at Pine Bluff
Shores - $350.00. Lot No.
628. Call 753-1812

5 h. p.
iwer, 3,11.
Call 753n.

I A. D. L.,
9x scope
cal. M-1
in "Silver
gun. Call

TV ANTENNA with UHF
channelmaster rotor,
both used one year. $75.
Call 753-0359.

"JUST WHAT NEVU "(ORK WEEDS,
SOME BIG SPENPEIZ5.°

Iserstor New

Class Guitar

TV Towers

32. Apartments For Rent

V.50 ass Wan
753-7575

J. &B. Music
PIANO TUNING, repair
and rebuilding, prompt
service. Rebuilt pianos
for sale. Ben Dyer 7538911.

Antennas
St

Wholesale Prices

TV Service
Center

DUPLEX TWO bedroom,
central heat and air. Call
753-7850.

33 Rooms For Rent
SLEEPING ROOM, nice
clean, near campus.
Private entrance and
bath. Call 753-7575 or 7530669.

treadle

of King
box
le and
d.
ck and

ttes.

Pontiac
VW
hustler

stereo.
.eo with

61

lrand CB
antenna.
6487.

NS
of
tts. $2.75
ding to
eling.
ies from
2-designs
ing 4 x 8
.
CD
aet. Five
..le board
Cabinet
s square
ex white
gallon.
Is at 10
square
ch doors
toss and
dse. Inc.
Tenn.,

FOR SALE
'
One(1) Chair Rack
*Twenty Six (26) Metal folding choirs
*Nineteen (19) Arm writing folding chairs

Can be seen at the Calloway County
Health Department. Bids will be accepted until 4:30, Friday, September
19, 1975.
See Mr. R. L. Cooper, Administrator

AUCTION
Saturday, September 20 at 10:00 a.m.
On Hwy. 453 Seven Miles South of Smithiand, Ky.,
Across from Mitchell's Store. A complete disposal of
floyd's Geroge.
1 Case 1000 front end loader (Terramatic) on tracks
and in good condition - 1967 Chevrolet 50 truck with
gravel dump bed - 22' tandem dump trailer machinery tagalong trailer - 1966 Chevrolet 30
truck, less than 13,000 miles, with a welding bed,
vise, boom, and Lincoln pipeline welder - AC, DC,
20KW light plant on a trailer - tandem dump trailer lbz horse power air compressor - electric chain
hoist - air tire changer - 6 Marine pumps - Marine
steering air motor - 671 diesel jimmie engine
(unassembled) - new fuel injectors for jimmie
engine - dieseistarters for Jimmie engine -anchors log chains - ratchets - Hercules marine engine with
hydraulic reduction gear - new barb wire - 4 rolls of
woven wire - boat trailer - post hole digger - post
drill - wet pack - hydraulic hose - logging tongs crow bars - 1 lot of scrap iron - barrels - used car and
truck parts • new parts - coils - points -plugs - alternators - batteries - used tires - 289 rebuilt motor -327
motor - lawn mower repair kit - Model A parts - fuel
pumps - copper tubing - carburetor kits - vauurn
cleaner - car heads - 5 gallon cans - battery charger grease gun - vise • work bench - electric wiring pump hose - barrel of grease - jacks - wrenches windshield wiper case complete- fan belts - bolts paint - shackles - torches and hose - fire extinguishers.
ANTIQUES INCLUDE:
.
China cabinet - dining table, 6 chairs and server - 4
lamps -churn -crocks -depression glass-milk can and other articles.
All Big Items Will sell First Or Before Noon
Mr. and Mrs. Luray Boyd, Owners
-Sale By-

- Early
natching
nt con. at 802
:30 p. m

TS I sizes of
e-grown
114 after

WOOD.
elivered.

S mags,
.te tires,
Ts. Call
, nights,

ngs

, green
designs,
82.

FA Early
Tpeclic.
in. Call

DAIRE
,c1 con:00 p.m,

Thomas White
& Sons
Auction & Realty
Office Phone 388-721
Home Phone 388-7088
Kuttawo, Ky.

•

A

32 Apartments For Rent
APARTFURNISHED
MENTS. One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman
Apartments South 16th
Street. 753-6609.

OLD HENS - 23, 2 old
roosters, 25 pullies, 6
young roosters 3 brood
sows, 9 pigs, 7 weeks old,
200 bales of hay. Moving
to town must sell. Call
435.4483.

38 Pets Supplies
For Rent
2 Bedroom Apartments
refrigerator,
Stove,
water furnished, all
electric, central heat
and air.
Start at '115 month, no
Pets
Murray Manor
Apartments
753-8668

GREAT DANE puppies.
Call after 5, 753-7838.
FEMALE IRISH setter
puppy, 3 months old. Call
753-9570.
PARADISE KENNELS Boarding and grooming,
pick up and delivery
service now available.
Call 753-4106.

THREE ROOM, upstairs,
furnished apartment, $75 41 Public Sales
a month. Can be seen at S.
8th St.
YARD SALE 1107 Main
Street. Saturday 13th. 8
MURRAY MANOR - All o'clock in the morning.
new; all electric, one and
two bedroom apartments. 43 Real Estate
Stove, refrigerator, and
water furnished. On
Duiguid Road, just off 641 THE QUALIFIED personnel at Guy Spann
North. 753-8668.
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
or Rent
your time. Give us a call
or drop by the office at 901
ice large furnished
Sycamore Street, 753partrnent for 3. 4 or 5
7724.
iris

49 Used Cars & Trucks

51 Services New

FOUR BEDROOM, 3
in
house
baths,
Gatesborough. Qualifies
for a $2000 tax credit.
Phone 753-9208.

1972 FORD RANCHERO
with top. Extra good
condition. Power steering
and air. Call 436-5638.

ALUMINUM SERVICE
COMPANY siding by
Alcoa.
Awnings
by
Howmet Aluminum or
Rigid Vinyl. No down
payment. Free estimates.
Call Will Ed Bailey, 4928897, Bobby Lawrence
492-8879.

THREE BEDROOM, neat,
brick and frame house, 5
minutes from town. Home
has large utility room, STATION WAGON, 1970
Ford, with air, $850; 1962
unattached double garage
Falcon, 6 cylinder with
which could be used as a
air, $275; Tempest concleanup shop. House has
vertible, $450. May be
carpeting, electric heat
seen at 201 S. 7th St.
and dishwasher. $23,950.
Call 753-8080 or contact
1962 CHEVROLET, 6
Boyd-Majors, 105 N. 12th
cylinder, automatic. Call
St.
753-0398.

COLDWATER, 1 year,
1956 BUICK two door
new, large 3 bedroom
hardtop, original conhouse. Extra large lot, 2
43 Real Estate
dition. $150. See at 1109
car attached garage,
Circarama Drive.
patio, separate laundry
room, central air and
1955 CHEVROLET, new
-ro Buy or sell -Real -heat, built-in range and
custom paint job and
dishwasher. ExEstate, call or see us at
interior, 327 C. U., 300 h.
traordinary. Must see to
Fulton Young Realty, 408
p., 456 R. E. headers, See
appreciate. Call 489-2493.
S. 4th, phone 753-7333. We
at Todd Brothers Motor
have local and out of state
Sales. Call 753-9711.
and
handle 46 Homes For Sale
buyers
property of all kinds, in
1968 CORVETTE T-TOP
EXTRA NICE brick home
Kentucky and
both
327-300 h. p., 4 speed4
in Murray, well landTennessee. We need your
$3,500, firm. Call 753-8251
scaped with lots of shade
listings now. Home
after 4:30 p. m.
trees, 3 bedrooms, 2
phones: Fulton E. Young,
baths, den, central heat 1968 PEUGEOT. Low
753-4946; Ishmael Stinson,
and air, all carpeted, lots price. Needs some work.
753-3744.
of home at the low
Excellent gas mileage.
$31,900.00. Moffitt Realty Call 753-9566.
AN UNUSUALLY atCo., 206 South 12th, 753tractive home, con3597...
197.S VW, /972 Yamaha.
cedar,
western
structed of
Call 753-8607 after 4 p. m.
Johnny
on
located
Robertson Road, has HOME HUNTING? You
will find a large selection 1972 DATSUN 240 Z. Call
beamed
cathedral
753-5342 or 753-4357.
ceilings, 3 bedrooms, 2 in all price ranges at
balbs. firtPioe. „mtr..41 Wilson Realty, Auction
heat and air, formal -"aid riii-uniiii:-Airirs1 "Iart THEVir`TWO
. truck, 15 ft. bed, 6
dining, a must to see at from Post Office, Phone,
cylinder, four speed.
$36,000. Call Moffitt 753-3263, Nights and
Call 753-3712.
Holidays.
Wayne
Wilson,
12th,
South
Co.,
206
Realty
753-3597 for an ap- 753-5086, Ron Talent, 7531607, Ronnie Pea, 345- 1970 FORD country sedan
pointment.
2343, Loretta Jobs 753wagon, power and air.
6079. Member M. L. S.
Good condition. Call 753FIVE ACRE tracts on
6596.
Kerby Jennings Trail(Ky
4/ Motorcycles
1918), a blacktop road,
1968 DODGE CHARGER
near Hamlin, Ky and
power
brakes
Chandler Park. These lots 1975 YAMAHA 125 MX.
and
Call 435-5335 after 5:00 p.
steering, new motor and
are located in an exm.
transmission, plus many
clusive development near
extras. Call 753-6564.
Kentucky Lake. It is only
a short distance to boat 1975 MX125 Suzuki. 1973
CR250 Honda Elsinore. 51. Services Offered
launching facilities at
1973 Honda MX70 Fox Go
Chandler Park. Each
Boy Go Cart. Call 753-3724 LIGHT
tract is nicely wooded and
HAULING.
after 5:00.
has good building sites.
Livestock hauling and
Electric and phone are in
small appliances. Call
the area. Reasonably 1968 350 HONDA, $150.00
436-5844 or 436-5472.
priced. John C. Neubauer,
Also Ashley wood stove.
Realtor, 505 Main Street.
PAIN$100.00. Call 7534545 or EXPERIENCED
Murray, 753-0101 or 753TER will do interior or
753-6763.
7531.
exterior work by the hour
or job. 753-8343.
YAMAHA
E.
T.
406
1975
A VERY ATTRACTIVE 2
Endure, 1800 miles, ex
story home, now being
cellent condition. Must
used as a duplex, could be
sell. Going over seas. GUTTERING BY Sears,
just as well used as a
Sears seamless gutters
$1200 or best offer. Call
spacious home with 5
installed
per
your
753-8026.
bedrooms, den, 3 baths,
specifications. Call Larry
all built-ins in kitchen,
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
central heat and air, large 1971 HONDA 175 on and off
estimates.
road
set
up.
Very
exentry foyer, if you need a
cellent condition. $425.00
very nice home only 1
Call Nick 436-2538.
year old Call for an
appointment at MOF1972 HONDA 450 motorFITT REALTY CO., 206
cycle, headers, sissy
South 12th, 753-3597.
bars, extended front end
$500.00. Call 753-2720.
NEAR ALMO HEIGHTS
within view of Highway
641. Estate of Alfred 49 Used Cars & Trucks
Keys. Phone 753-6162.
CHEVROLET
1966
Caprice; 1971 Honda 100
44 Lots For Sale
c.c. $300.00 or best offer
Awouvs
for each. Call 753-5923
GATESBOROUGH, city
1972 VEGA excellent
water. Phone 753-4060.
gas
condition, high
mileage, 2 door, $1,195.00
45 Farms for Sale
Call Nick 436-2538.
TWENTY-SIX ACRES, all
WILL TRADE for used car,
tendable, 750 foot fron1974 KING, two horse
tage on blacktop road in
Deluxe trailer. Fully
Hickory Grove Compadded, fully enclosed.
Call
after
753-4158
munity.
Pulled only poo!noes. Call
6 p.
753-9071.

46 Homes For

NOTICE

BIBLES REPAIRED AND
restored. 407 Pryor
Street, Mayfield, Call 2473215.
HUTCHENS'
JOHN
Plumbing and Electric.
No jobs too small. Call
436-5642 early morning or
late afternoon.

M&B CONSTRUCTION
CO.,
landscaping, CAMP-A-RAMA
Sales.
backhoe work, general
Coachman, Trail Star,
hauling, bush hogging,
Fold down, unique, Good
plowing and diming. Call
used trailers, 1-2 mile east
436-2540.
of 68 and 641 intersection
Draffenville, Ky. Phone
CONTACT
527-7807.
SHOLAR
Brothers for all your
HAY HAULING. Truck
bulldozing, backhoe work,
and crew furnished.
or trucking needs. Phone
Reasonable rates. Call
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354David Benton, 753-7699 or
8161 after 7 p. m.
753-0123.
LICENSED ELECTTRICIAN - Prompt,
EXPERIENCED Elecefficient service. No job
trician. 30 years depentoo small. Call Ernest
dable
service,
White. 753-0605.
homewiring, remodeling
POP UP CAMPER, sleeps
five. Stove and sink, used
6 times. Ideal for towing
with Pinto, Or Vega, etc.
Call 753-4187 after 6.
22 FT. FULLY SELFcontained travel trailer
1972 model. Sacrifice
$2,750 at Fox Meadows
South 16th Street. Call 7533855.
CARPENTRY
WORK.
Remodeling, room additions, any type of home
improvements. Free
estimates. 436-5840.
-ROY--HAR-MON'"& 43wr
penter Shop (old ice
plant).
complete
remodeling and repairs,
cabinets, paneling, doors,
formica work, finish
carpentry, contracting.
Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
nights.

repairs, service changes,
grain bins & dairy barns.
All work guaranteed. Call
753-7488.
HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done
Then call 753-6614.
ELECTRICAL
WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning
and
and heating. Call- 474-8841
or 753-7203.
I WILL DO babysitting in
my home. Call 753-3847.
CLEANING,
CARPET
experienced,
very
reasonable rates,
references, free
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618. •

54 Free Column

LIGHT HAULING and
yard work done. Call 7532732.

FEMALE IUTTEN 8 week
old, gray, with gold flecks
all over. Looks like she
got into a can of gold
Will. DO BAItYSITTING
paint. Charming kitten. _
in jay -home days or
Call 753-3535 after 4:30 p.
evenings. -.Call 751-1532.
m.

134

DISTRIBUTOR NEEDED EXCLUSIVE OPPORTUNITY
BILLIONS $S ANNUAL MARKET
$1 000 00 INVENTORY RETURNS 52 700 00
EXCELLENT PART OR PAL TIME MOW
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

Man or woman to distribute pre•sold advertised World
Famous ALKA-SELTZER,'ISAVIR ASPIRIN, DRISTAN,
ANACIN, TUMS, •tc Restock Company secured accounts
weekly

NO INITIAL SELLING! INCOME STARTS IMMEDIATELY'
COMPANY FURNISHED ACCOUNTS!
MINIMUM CASH INVESTMENT, S2595.0045040.00

Its

Applicant should hav• car, minimum Of C spare hrs weekly,
reloable Ind ei,gobits to455ume business responsabolities with
on 30 days It you meet these requirements, nave the
necessary cash investment, and sincerely want to own you ,
own business, then wrote today and include phone number to
SW/
TRANS WORLD INDUSTRIES. INC
MARKETING DIRECTOR DEPT 101
712 Manley Industrial Court

er•ntsorood. 04,4•Our I 63144

eaZ2 1

1975 CREW CAB Dual
wheel pickup, Camper.
Special package loaded
with all extras. Call 7539871.

SIX ROOM Brick House,
'
. P2 baths, 6" miles from
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
city limits 40 x 40 garage,
has
five
Sycamore
10 acres if land, deep
well, 256 ft. highway 1967 CHEVROLET TMlicensed and bonded sales
frontage Will trade for
personnel to serve you
PALLA,2 dour V-8, power
ONE BEDROOM furnished
house in town. Call 436plus twenty years exsteering' and brakes
apartment. Located by
clusive real estate ex- 5660
$350.00. Call Steve at 762White Hall $105.00 per
perience. Call 753-1651 or
6851 before 5 and 753-348.1
month, Part of utilities,
come by our office. We THREE BEDROOM brick
after 5 p. m
couples prefered. Phone
house, fireplace, 2 baths,
like to talk REAL
753-3805.
built in appliances in 195$ CHEVROLET, 2 door
ESTATE.
Almo Heights, Call 753stationwagon, $500. Odd
4158 after 6 p. m.
or unusual. Call 753-4641
anciafter Sp. m., Fan 753BRICK home
LARGE
3724.
Murray Electric System is accepting bids on a
located at edge of
metal building. Specifications and plans may be obMurray, large lot, could IMPALA 1986 Chevrolet,
tained at the Electric Plant Office, 401 Olive Street.
two door, vinyl top. Call
be used as a 2 or 3
Bids will be accepted at this office until 12:00 Noon on
489-2596.
bedroom. den
with
October 8, 1975.
The Electric Plant Board reserves the right to accept " fireplace Needs some
-minor repairs, but a value 1919 yylf VAN. Call 753ig reject all bids.
--rniTif-TrandrrhaTi ST UFO
7838.
MurriyEleafiEgksTenT
asking price of $19,500.00.
206
o.,
c
401 Olive Street
Moffitt Realty
Dr OLDS 442. Call 767753-5312
South 12th, 753-3597.
2741

Phone
753-51165
or 7534108

Serves Uttered

46. Homes For Sale

1968 MERCURY Cyclone
GT automatic 390 cubic
$600.00 Call 753-9984.

Central Shopping
1974 18 FT. STARCRAFT
Center
pro bass boat and trailer
TWO STORY oak log barn.
Phone 753-5865
with 135 Evinrude engine,
Excellent condition. Call
trolling motor and all the
753-0870.
34 Houses For Rent
extras. Will accept tradein of runabout or
Mobile Home Sales
CHAINLINK
FENCING 27,
FURNISHED
TWO
motocycle. $3,800. Call
installed or,material only.
bedroom house. Available
436-2211.
Custom made gates, Free WE BUY used mobile
October 10, 1975. Near
Estimate All Star Fence
homes. Top prices paid.
campus. Call 753-5375.
& Supply Co. Call Collect
Saddle and Spur Trailer
14 FOOT JOHN boat and
Sales, Paducah. Call 442- THREE BEDROOM house,
trailer with 9',2 HP motor, Paris,642-6492 or 642-8947.
1918 or 443-8226.
$275.00 Call 753-5702.
Pi baths, livingroom,
FORMICA SALE. Odd .lot
dining area, located 142
laminated plastics for 1972 AMERICANA, extra , miles fromsity rsqp
.1975. DELTA _PAIL BASS
frxR4r- Highway 641 North, $125
boat. 85 Mercury Locator, -Cabirieribics:Sad caciri -riree mile
two bedroom, 2 bath with
and patterns 40 cents a
per month. Call 753-2347.
trolling motor, power
carpet and central air,
square foot. Murray
trim. Call 753-3932 or 753Lumber Company, 753hurricane straps, and 37 Livestock Supplies
3226 after 4.
3161.
underpinning. Can 'rent
lot if desired. $5,200. Call FIVE WEENING pigs.
22. Musical
489-2440.
HAY - About 20 acres of
Phone 436-2240.
Jap and mixed, still in
BALDWIN PIANOS and
Home
Rentals
Mobile
29
field. Call 753-6720.
organs. Rent to purchase
FIVE BLACK BRED
plan. Lonardo Piano
Angus cows, 5 heifer
HEATERS, TWO BEDROOM, air
Company, across from WOOD
calves, 2 young bulls, Call
condition, on lake Blood
automatic, cast iron fire
Post Office, Paris,
753-6045.
River area. $50.00 per
box, brick lined, porcelin
Tennessee. Also The
month. Call 436-2427.
enamel cabinet. $199.95.
Antique Mall, 4th &
HAY FOR sale. Call 437Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Sycamore, Murray,
4620.
Tenn.
FOX MEADOWS AND
Kentucky.
Coach Estates Mobile REGISTERED 18 month
Home Parks. South 16th
CLARINET - Selmer 16,60 AMP Electric service
old Bay Quarter horse
Street. Homes and spaces
Signet Special, 3 years
pole, complete. Call 753(Filly). Wimpy and three
for families only. Call 753old. $115. Call 753-6513.
0870.
Bars bloodlines. Call 7533855.
9871.

ce 85,000

ria
I Sep* hose
h the
every
our old
✓ only
s, 12-5.
urs per

24. Miscellaneous

e
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Businessman's Corner
LET'S TALK ABOUT NEWSPAPER
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